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here and Europe are to lie supplied this
summer with the newly-invented butter, in
taste aud appearance it is precisely similar
to the finest country butter, made from the
milk of live cows. Several of the leading
men in the butter trade have purchased
stock, as have also many of the presidents
of the steamship lines and the proprietors
of the leading city hotels. Prof. R. Ogden
Doremus has testified to the success of the
new
method of butter manufacture, and
prophesies great prosperity for the new

corpora! ion.
Prof. Paraf, the discoverer, experts that
the new product will drive the live cow
butter out of the market altogether.
The
few unscientific outsiders who are acquainted with the facts now first made public, reIt
gard tlie whole thing with amazement.
seems extremely odd to them that the same
carcass which furnishes a fresh steak for
breakfast should also supply 1 lie Orange
county butter which they spread upon their
accompanying hot roils.
Grass

for

Chickens.

As by far the largest part of the chickens
supplying our markets are raised on large
farms, where they have ample liberty for a
free range, the amount, of grass consumed
Oy them is not generally appreciated as
much as it should be. This is one reason
why so many persons fail in the attempt to
succeed with poultry in a state of confinement.
Enclosures are often made without
a thought of the relations which grass or
greeu food has to success.
Running at
large over many acres and helping themselves to grass at any moment, the breeder
of ordinary observation falls to notice that
a very large part of the fowls’ daily food
if not the largest part—consists of green
food.
He feeds corn aud oats, or scraps,
aud table refuse, and imagines that they
live on that almost exclusively, and teaches
that such food will also answer when low is
A trial undeceives him.
are confined.
In preparing an enclosure for breeding in
confinement, no hennery will be complete,
or will be even worth attempting, without
a reservation of space for grass,
in case
the fowls can be allowed a part of each day
for a range, say a short time before night,
the matter is of less importance.
Etili it is
far better to provide pasturage for them
when it can he done.
Something may be
done on the “soiling plan” also, if that is
deemed best.
Vegetables, such as cabbages and other green things which they
like, may be grown for them, and cut and
fed to them.
Their sharpened appetites
will aid them to dispose of a large amount
in a very short space of time, aud in many
cases such a plan will tie more economical
in furnishing green food than to depend on
a rauge or a
grass plat where they can help
No breed has yet been disthemselves.
covered or produced possessing so much
discretion as not to destroy utterly a grass
plantation, without any regard for the
claims of to-morrow.
For this reason, it
will lie of no use to sow grass seed in a
while
the
fowls
have access to it.
lieu-yard
If they do not scratch the seed out, they
will eat oil' the tender shoots the moment
they appear, and no matter how great a
rauge they have, they prefer young grass,
and will lie sure to take it when the chance
is ottered.
For this reason no amateur
need expect to raise grass or vegetables to
maturity in an enclosure where fowls are
kept. In some cases, however, it may be
an excellent plan
to sow seeds in their
yards on purpose to give them employment.
Corn may be very advantageously used in
this way. If deeply planted or sown, all
the better—provided it is not too deep to
sprout—as it gives them more work too
scratch it out. The leaves furnish a palatable article of green food, while the lialf-deeomposed kernels are peculiarly acceptable
to tlie poultry tribe.
Any other grain, of
course, can be sown at the same time. The
man who furnishes an abundance of employment to fowls iu confinement masters at
once more than half the difficulties attending it.
A commodious scratching bed used in
this way for seeds, or for burying refuse
meat, also to tie scratched out, would in
every ease be an important and extremely
useful adjunct to a poultry yard, even
where judicious foresight hail provided, in
addition, a requisite range for grass.
[Country Gentleman.

Our

Sunset

on

the

with him; and even then I had not come
to any decision, when I was called down
stairs to Letty Walters.
Letty was the prettiest, I think of all
my friends, and certainly the liveliest.
Tom called her the “tonic,” and used to
laugh heartily at her bright speeches. T
suppose it was this that made mother fix
oil Letty as his choice.
When I canto into
the sitting-room, I found a kind of examination going on. It was amusing to
anybody in the secret, as I was, to watch
mother’s artful wayof continually bringing
the conversation round, as it by chance,
to bear on what she wanted to know.
But it all amounted to nothing, either
Letty was too good a fencer, or because
she really had nothing to betray.
But
when Tom came home mother took good
care to mention that Letty had called.
1 Do
“What, the tonic?" said Tom.
had 1 missed her.”
“But for your choice being already
made,” said mother with a covert scrutiny
on her face, “I dare say you might have
had as much tonic as you liked.”
“Bui 1 go on the homoeopathic principle
you know,” answered Tom with a twinkle
in his eye.
After that, mother’s belief in Letty’s
guiltiness wavered. Her suspicions were
transferred from one to another ot her acquaintance, hut always with the same nil-

Hill.'

The wind’s low voice was silent.
The whispering trees were still.
When last we watched the sunlight, love,
Our sunset on the hill.
You said its glow was shedding
Its crimson on my cheek,
And that my hair was tangled in
Its last, great golden streak.
some sudden impulse,
You drew me to your heart.
As if Twcra heaven to hold me so.
As if ’twere death to part,
how sank the sun, and lower
And dark began to creep;
It stole the gold from out my hair.
The crimson from my cheek.

Then,in

Yr! lhere together standing,
With hand now clasped in hand,
Wc watched the solemn night descend
O’er all the ipiiel land.
I called your eyes the starlight
Because the sun had flown—
How seltish to be wanting, dear,
A starlight all my own )
And then, like happy children,
Slid clasping hands we went.
With love’s too slow, unwilling steps,
Ailown the hill’s descent.
O. life's one golden evening!
1 live to lile-s it slid,

When last

the sunset, love,
tlie hill I

we saw

(hir sunset

on
1

1
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Wo had just, finished breakfast. Tom
laid down the egg spoon he had been playing with, and looked across at mother.
“Aunt Annie, I think I’ll take a wile,”
he said, exactly as he might have said “I
think I’ll take another cup of coffee.”
“Take a wife?” repeated mothei, by
no
means receiving the information as
tranquilly as it had been given. “What
for ?”
“Well, I don’t know,” answered Tom,
thoughtfully. “It's a notion I’ve got in
my head, somehow.”
“All nonsense!” said mother sharply.
“Do you think so?” said Tom, apparently doubtful, Init not in the least put
out.

“Think so? I know it. What, in the
world can you want of a wile? Alter all
these years we have lived so comfortably
together, to bring home somebody to turn
the house upside down !
And, then, what
is to become of that poor child?”
The “poor child”—that was I—reddening at being brought into the argument
in this wav. was about to speak for hersell, when Tom interposed warmly:
"I’m sure May knows I would never
have any wile who would make it less a
home for her don’t you, May?”
“< )f course,” said T.
"And I’m sure she knows nothing of
the sort.” persisted mother, “nor you
either. Torn Dean. How can you answer
for what a wife may take it into her head
to do, once you get her fixed here? You
can’t expect her to forget, as you do, that
May has no real claim on you.”
“That I have no real claim on her, I
suppose you mean, ma’am,” Tom put in
lor the second time, just as I was getting
thoroughly uncomfortable. “But, for all
that, I intend to keep her—that is,” added
Tom. with one of his short-sighted blinks
sideways at me, “as long as she’ll stay
with me, eh. May? and whoever has any-

thing against the arrangement will have
to go out of my house to say it—not that
1 am afraid ot any such result in this
case—and on the whole. Aunt Annie, 1
should like to try the experiment.”

Mother smiled grimly, but Tom was so
bent on his “experiment” as he
called it, that she gave up the argument.
"You can dance, it you’re ready to pay
the piper,” she said shortly.
“And, pray,
how soon do you expect to be married ?”
Tom’s face tell a little at this question.
"Well,” said he, “l can’t say exactly.
I suppose we shall have to be engaged
first.”
Mat:
said
motlier, opening tier

evidently

eyes: why'yon never mean to say, Tom,
you liave’nt spoken to her yet
“Not yet,” answered Tom, cheerfully.
“Time enough lor that, you know, after I
had spoken to yon.”
Mother, as a minister’s widow, was not
given to the idle mirth that is as the
crackling of thorns under a pot, but now
she leaned back and laughed until the
tears stood in her eyes.
“Well,” she said, “if it was anybody
else, 1 should say he was cracked, but

like other people, and you
will be, Tom Dean. But at least
you have fixed on the lady?"
“Oh, yes,” answered Tom ? “but if you
will excuse me Aunt Annie, I would
rather not say anything about her, just
yet; for, if anything should happen, it
wouldn’t be pleasant for either party, you
know.” With this veiled allusion to his
possible rejection, Tom took his hat and
left the room.
Our household was rather queerly put
together. There was no particular reason
why I should have been of it at all; for I
was not really related to Tom, nor even
to “mother,” as 1 called her, though I
am sure, we were as dear to each other
as mother and daughter could be.
She
was the second wife ot my father, who
like most ministers, who had been richer
in grace than in goods, and had left us at
his death with very little to live on. Then
if was that Tom Dean had come forward,
and insisted upon giving a home to his
aunt and me, whom l e had scarcely seen
a
dozen times in his lile before. That
was exactly like Tom
“queerTom Dean”
as his friends were fond of
saying, “who
never did anything like anybody else.”
1 suppose in spite of his clear head for
business, there was no denying he was
whimsical; but I am sure, when I think
ol his untailing generosity and delicacy,
1 can’t help wishing there were a lew
more such whimsical people in the world.
Naturally, at the limn 1 am speaking ol,
my opinion had not been asked; all I had
to do was to go where mother went, and
while she gave her energies to the housekeeping, gave mine to growing up, which
by this time 1 had pretty well aeeompushed. Hut perhaps lor that very reason -for one sees with different eyes at
twelve and eighteen—my position in the

you

never were

never

house

began

to seem

unsatisfactory

to

me; and the morning words put it in a
clearer light since it had been used as an

"1 don’t know from what you judged.
there, it’s no use crying over spilt
nilk. You’ll be married directly, I presume; 1 must be looking out for a house,”
uni mother stroked her nose reflectively
with a knitting needle.
“What for?" said Tom; “I thought of
keeping on here just the same.”
“T never supposed otherwise,” said
mother. “Of course I did not expect to
Lurn you out ot your own house.”
"But what is tlie need ot looking tor
another then ?’’
"For myself."
“For yourself!’’ repeated Tom, in a
Lint

tone of utter amazement.
“Going to
leave us jii“! now?
Why, Aunt Annie, I
never heard of such a thing!”

“Now. Tom,” said mother, speaking

very fast, and making her needles fly in a
we may as well come to an
roiieei'l,
understanding at once on this subject. 1
am fully sensible of your past kindness
now let me finish
1 say I appreciate it,
and have always tried to do my duty by
you in return, as i hope l shall always be
ready to do. I wish all good to you and
voiir wife, and shall he glad to help her
it ever I can. but to live in the same
house with her, is what would turn out
pleasantly for neither ot us, and once for.
can't tin it.”
:iifc
“Aunt Annie,” said Tom. pushing back
In.. * hair, and staring in mother’s excited
face, "either vott or 1 must lm out ot our
wits.”
"It’s not me, then, at any rate,” re
toiled mother getting nettled
Amusement and a certain embarrassment tiad kept tne a silent, listenei, so far,
hut there was no standing this; I tried to
speak, but could not for
I think you are out. of your wits to"What
gether,” said mother sharply.
ails the child!”
1 mi don’t understand each other,” I
gasped; “oh dear! it—it’s not Betty oh
-oh dear!” and relapsed again.
Not Betty?” repeated n,other, turning
to I'.nn.
“Then why did you tell me
—

result.

satisfactory

OSGOOD.

argument, against Tom’s marrying. I
knew that mother had spoken honestly,
Experiments.
believing that such a step would not be
We do not say that every farmer should for his happiness; but was not he the best
have an experimental garden, but it is an judge of that? T knew him, if reflections
admirable practice to experiment more or should bring him round to her opinion,
less on a limited scale in the garden. No to In1 perfectly capable of quietly sacrificbrilliant discovery need be expected per- ing his own wishes lor my sake, who bad
haps, although such tilings have happened, not the shadow ol a claim on him; so it
but experiments set us thiuking and new must be my part to prevent his own kindideas come if not from the experiments, ness
being turned against him now. Still,
from the thinking. Suppose our farmers it was not so
easy to see how I was to
this year experiment with the nitrate of
provide for myself, in case it should beand nitrate of
mixed In
Garden

~
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Kind of Butter.

A company
The New York Sun says:
has been organized in this city with a capital of $500,000, for the manufacture of butter. It is claimed that the butter is genuine, the means of producing it being alone
artificial; in other words, the discoverer
aitlrms that the article is not merely butyr.ous, hut in every respect the complete and
perfect thing, as agreeable, nutritious and
usable as the best Orange county butter.
A geutleman of recognized ability as a
chemist is the fortunate introducer of this
new wouder.
Several persons ol wealth have bought
stock, and in a week or t wo the manufacture will lie conduct: d on a very huge
scale. Tlie temporary offices of the Oleo
Margarine Manufacturing Company, as the
corporation is called, are at 40 Broadway,
and their manufactory iu Forty-tifth street.
Arragemeuts have been made for securing
better accommodations in Fiftieth street,
and very soon the market will lie supplied
witli the new product. At present the demand for tlie article is so great that it is
beyond the capacity of tlie company to supply it. The protits are expected to be over
100 per cent.
As tliis city-made Orange county butter
is used in many of the most fashionable
hotels and restaurants, both for cooking
and for the table, it may lie interesting to
the general reader to learn something
In the
of tlie method in which it is made.
first place agents are employed to visit the
and
to
all
the
buy up
slaughter-houses,
This suet is
beef fat usually styled snet.
arted to the butter factory and cleansed.
Then it is put into ordinary meat choppers
and minced fine,
it is afterward placed in
a boiler with as much water in bulk as itself.
A steam pipe is introduced among the
particles of tlie suet and they are melted.
The refuse or membrane goes to tlie bottom
ol tlie water, the oily substance floats and
is removed. This latter consists of butter
A temperature of 80
matter and stearine.
deg. melts the former, and leaves the
stearine at the bottom. The butter matter
or cream is drawn oil', then about thirteen
per cent, of fresh milk is added, and tlie
whole is churned for ten or fifteen minutes.
Tlie result is Oran re county butter at about,
Tlie stearine is
one-half the usual cost.
sold at twelve cents a pound to tlie candle
maker, and the refuse at seven cents a
pound to the manufacturer ol food for
cattle.
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“It passes my comprehension,” she said

“I am
me, despairingly, one day.
positive I could tdl the right one by I out’s
face in a minute, and yet 1 have mentioned

to

everybody we know.”
Perhaps it is somebody we don’t know,”
1

suggested

;

“some

friend of his we have

laughing.

seen.”

never

“What,a perfect stranger ?”said

mother
Sharply, “never talk to me, child ; Toni’s
not capable of I hat.”
1 was silent, lor I did not want to worry
her; but that was my opinion all the
same.

That same evening --it was rather more
than a week since Tom had hurled that
thunderbolt at us mother began about
it openly.
"\\ hen are you going to introduce your
wile to us, Tom':' I suppose you have
come

to an

understanding by

this lime?”

“Oh, there’s no hurry,” Tom said, as
he had said betore; but this time he did
not

speak quite so oheerlnlly. “Tie- tael
is,” he continued, with a little hesitation,

“there—there’s a rival in the case.”
“A rival?” repeated mother with unfeeling briskness.
“Yes, a young fellow—younger by a
good deal than 1 am,” and Tom’s lane assumed an absurdly doleful look,
“lie is
always there now. 1 confess I don’t see
my way clear. I am waiting for her to
make up her mind.”
“And she’s waiting most likely, tor you
to make up yours,” said mother in her
propensity to right matters, not realizing
that she was

playing

the

enemy’s

game.

“There’s something in that that never
occurred to me,” said Tom, his face
brightening. Mother saw her mistake
and made a counter-move at once.
“But the ways of my time are old
fashioned now. Young ladies, now-adays, take matters into their own hands.
If she cared for you, you may he pretty
sure she wouldn’t have wailed till this
time to let you know it—that is. 1 judge
by the girls l am in the habit >>| seeing:
but if this one is a stranger to me
(here mother riveted her eyes on Tom’,
laee; oh, dear, my unfortunate words')
“if she is an entire stranger, 1 cannot pre
tend to form any opinion ol herol course.”
“Of course repeated,” Tom absent I
“Not that 1 have any sueli idea,” resumed mother, growing warmer; “I have
said and say again, that to bring a perfect stranger under this root is not my
opinion of you, Tom.”
1

felt, mother’s

like pins and
looking medilat ivel v
and though that was just a

needles, for Tom

words

was

at me,
way ot his, it seemed now as if lie were
reading in my laee that the opinion was
mine, and that 1 mas meddling in what,
I fell my sell, lor
did not concern me.
across

\ui\

vt.\;uumi,

”ruui“

mmn

nri

111«»-

ment till it grew intolerable.
“It is so warm here,” I said Cor an excuse, turning toward the French window.
“I am going out to get a breath of air.”
1 went out into our little strip of garden
I thought I
ground. Tom followed.
never should have a better opportunity to
say what I had in my mind to say. so I
waited for him by the bench under the old
pear tree. “Sit down here, Tom." I said,
“I’ve something to say to you.”
“Have you?” said Tom ; that’s odd, for

What
I—Well never mind that just yet.
is it, May?”
“Tom,” I said, still surer now, he had
misjudged me, and more resolved to set
him right, “I want a place.”
“A place?” repeated Tom, puzzled, as
well he might be, by this sudden and indefinite announcement ; “what kind of a

place ?”

“I don’t know,” 1 said, for indeed, my
ideas were of the vaguest. “I thought
you might, being in the way of those
things. Now, pray, Tom,” I went on
quickly, “don’t fancy that 1 am discontented, or—or anything ot that sort; the
truth is ever since 1 left off school I have
wanted something to do. and 1 have had
it in my mind to speak to you about it.”
With this 1 looked at Tom fearing lie
might be vexed; but he did not look-

vexed, only preoccupied.
“I do know a place, as it happens,” be
said, after a while, “only I am not sure
how it will suit you.”

“That’s soon seen,” said 1.
“What is
it like?”
“Well, it’s a sort of -of general n efulness—”
“Why, it must, be to run errands,” 1
said, laughing. “And where is it Pom?”

“Well,” said Tom, hesitating again,
“it’s with me.”
“How very nice!” 1 exclaimed. “How
soon can 1 have it?”
“The sooner the better, so sar as 1 am
concerned,” said Tom, and with that he
turned round and looked at me. 1 knew
somehow, in a moment, what it was he
meant; and I knew too, both that 1 could
not have passed all my life with Will
Broomley and why 1 could not.
I am sure Betty Walters, who inter-

just then, must have thought,
wandering that evening,
and, indeed, they were; for I was completely dazed with this sudden turn things
had taken. Tom, who had the advantage
of me there, took it quite coolly, and
laughed and talked with Betty just the
rupted

us

my wits

were

till she went away.
It was pretty late when we went in.
Mother sat where we had left her knitl masame as ever

(

!

i inner tnl.I you so,” said Toni.
yes you did,” persisted mother.
You eame in and told me you were
going to he married."
•Yes, so 1 ant,’’said Tom, still at cross

■‘Why.

purposes.
Now, Tom Dean,” said mother, rising
and confronting him, “what do you mean ?
Who is going to lie your wife?
Why, May, of course,” answered
Toni.
“May!” anil then, after a pause of inexpressible astonishment, it was mother’s
■

turn to laugh.
"Do you mean to say, Tom, it was that
child you were thinking of all the while?”
Why, who else could it be?" said
■

font, simplyg
“Well,” said mother, "I ought to have
remembered that you never did anything
like anybody idse.
lint, still, why in the
world did 'on goto work in that roundabout way
“1 wanted to see how you took to my
idea,” said 1'om.
“And how do you suppose we were to
vour idea meant IVtay ?” mother
gin'
asked.

■Who else could it be ?" repeated he,
Hack on what he evidently found
he an unanswerable argument.
It was
use talking to him.
Mother gave it up

tailing
to
no

wit i: a shake of her head.
Ai d yon wpu’l want another house,
then. Aunt Annie ?” said Tom, suddenly.
That ;et mother nil" again ; 1'om joined
In r, lie! altogether I don’t think we ever
passed a merrier evening than tile one
that made us acquainted with Toni’s wile.
One

Hundred and

Forty

Miles

in

Two

Hours.
Clem- Creek

is
he e

miniature river that
of the same name.
It descends upon a down grade ol lour
hundred lee! per mile, with here and there
;i
(all over a rocky precipice fifteen or
twenty feet in height. Barge boulders,
tort} and lilt\ feet in diameter, and weighing thousand:- of tons, impede its dashing
progress every two or three hundred
yards, while its curves are so sharp and
so
frequent that the stream ean nowhere
he seen for a distance of a thousand feet.
< 11'anite el ill's two or I liree miles
high project over II on either side, and give a
Irightliil, romantic and dangerous appearance to tlu1 rushing torrent beneath.
lust below Black llawk, on the side of
the stream, a small reservoir has been
constnteled in which is kept an ordinary
skill'
Bast Sunday I wo little sons of Martin 1'. Walker, aged respectively ten and
t welve years,
go! into the boat, and were
splashing the water with a stick, when
tlie lastenings gave way and the boat went
drilling towards the rapidly running cur1 he little boys soon discovered
rent.
their danger, Imt were powerless to avert
il ; so they elulc-lied hold of the side of
tin- boat, and with pallid countenances
awaited their doom.
Soon the boat was
caught by the current and began descend
ing al a tearful rate over Black Hawk rapids; they went like an arrow, clearing a
distance of sixty feet, at a single dash.
Bighting again oil the torrent surface the
boat seemed to have gained a new impetus, and shot by the boulders and
around I lie rocky ; minis with t he eelerit y of
a sunbeam.
At a distance of about six miles below
the starling point conductor (ribbons, who
was standing on the rear platform of the
down I' ('. train saw the boat coming,
and immediately stopped the train.
All
hands repaired to the water’s edge, and
did every thing m their power to arrest the
living boat but past them she went like a
bullet from a rille, and was out of sight
in a moment.
The conductor then ordered the engineer to pul on a lull head
of steam and follow as rapidly as possible,
which he did constantly .sounding the
He did not get another
alarm o! danger.
glimpse of the boat, but the alarm brought
the employes at Beaver Creek Station to
runs

through

I

a

uiou

the lookout, and quickly making a slipnoose they sought to throw
il over the
bow ol the boat as she came under the
This they succeeded in doimr,
bridge.
but could no more hold it than they could
have held a thunderbolt, and over Beaver
•'reek Kalis she went with the
speed ol
the lightning.
The (alls are about
thirty leet. high and at the foot are a number of large boulders, lmt the velocity ol
the boat was such that il cleared litem
essil.y, and struck Hie water some twenty
feet

beyond.

from here

the boat, or its
living freight, until il reached a point one
hundred miles below Denver. Through
•■olden into the 1‘latte river, and under
the Denver bridges she went, unnoticed,
nor slacked her
pace until she lodged in
a drill at the distance below Denver above
mentioned. The Platte does not run very
rapidly, hut the boat, had acquired such a
wonderful speed in its descent from the
mountains that it far outrode the current.
A Mr. Walsh, who lives on a farm near
the drift where, the boat, lodged, discovered the hoys still in the boat which was
nearly full of water, and took them to his
home. They were restored to their overjoyed parents the following evening, after
having accomplished the most perilous
journey, in the quickest time, ever before
made by any human being vvlm
escaped
alive.
The distance travelled was one
hundred and forty miles in two hours, but
how it was ever done, or how the boat
escaped being dashed to pieces upon some
id the
huge boulders or rocky dills which
everywhere intercept the course of Clear
Creek is nothing short of a providential
miracle. Probably not again in a thousand years could the journey he made
with Hie best appliances, and by the most
skillful mariners. [Central City, Col.,
Coach.
no one saw

in the twilight.
“Wasn’t that Betty Walters with you a
while ago?” she said, as we came up.
potash
soda,
equal come advisable.
What could I do ? ■' “Yes,” said I with a confused feeling
quantities, and dissolved in water, and ap- Draw and
sing and play tolerable, but of an explanation of something being
ply as a liquid top-dressing, making several
not in a manner to compete with the hosts necessary; “she just came to
bring the
applications during the season. Extraordinary results are reported from this ex- that, would bo in the field against me. new crochet-pattern she promised me.”
“H’m!” said mother, as much as to say
periment, and we are not aware that they Literature ? I had read so many stories
have been tried in this
vicinity. Numerous whose heroines, with a turn of the pen. that she had her own ideas as to what
other experiments readily
suggest them- dashed into wealth and fame. That would Betty came for.
selves and are they not worthy of attention ? be very nice, only—I was not the least bit
Tom had been wandering about the
No vocation in the world, outside of
tlucly literary ; 1 had never even kept a journal, room in an absent sort of fashion, taking
scientific pursuits, presents so wide and
which is saying a great deal for a girl in up and putting down in the wrong places
interesting a field for experiments as farm- her teens. “The fine arts,” then being all the small tilings that came in his way.
Fodder Corn.
A
good experimenter always lias out of the queston for me, what remained ? He came and took a seat by mother. I
ing.
1 le- raising ol fodder corn is one of our something entertaining to say to visitors, There was some
clerkship, or place in became of a sudden very busy with the
ten neighbors would have even
of
If
each
advanc. steps in farming.
We witness its
some family, and—there was Will Broomplants in the window; for I knew lie was
a
each
what
on
riadiial increase with
one
year,
going
community ley !
pleasure, because It
going to tell her.
hopeful sign of improvement. Now of interest it would create, and how much
That may seem like going away from
“Wish me joy, Aunt Annie,” said lie.
planting is over it is a good time to put in it would add to the attention of usual pur- the
point, but it was not. 1 was matter- “It is all settled.”
a mtle extra fodder corn.
It is not too late suits.
of-fact, but could see very well what was
“Settled, is it?” said mother, in anybecause in seventy days from
seeding it
on right under
and I had thing but a joyful tone. “So it’s as I
going
eyes,
my
will be in silk, which Is a good it not the
A young man who prided himself on his a
all along.
pretty clear idea of what was bringing
Well, you have my
best time to cut it. Those wanting it for mental
qualifications, once speaking of the ad- Will to the house so often as he had taken suspected
best wishes, Tom; perhaps you may be
fall use to relieve the overfed pasture can vantages of these, remarked : “What is better
to
coming lately. There was a “situa- happy together, after all; I’m sure I hope
commence cutting mut h earlier.
Sweet than a good education Y" “Common sense, yon
It can lie sown lool, you,” quickly responded one of his hear- tion that would give me the home life I so.”
corn is much the best.
ers.
liked
best, and felt myself best suited for;
This wasn’t a very encouraging sort ot
broad-cast or in drills at the rate of three
but would it answer in other
If the laud is
bushels of seed to the acre.
respects? I congratulation, and Tom seemed rather
A reporter last week, in recounting a death,
overcast the long seam I was sewing taken aback
m good condition and it is sown broad-cast,
by it.
said, “Tlie deceased lady died suddenly, withThe married ladies of a Western city have
twice over, I was so busy trying to make
grass seed may lie sown at the same time,
“I’m sorry you are not pleased,” lie
out medical assistance, which came too late.”
formed a “Come-home-husband Club.” It is
and with a favorable tall there will be a To die without medical assistance is hardly up my mind whether I liked -Will Broom- said after a
“I
somehad
an
idea
pause;
about four feet Iona, anil has a brush at the end
good catch.
| complimentary.
of it.
ley well enough to pass my whole life how you would be.”
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flints.
THE TKHUIIJlE WINTER

bad

in deep earnest. The
fell to such a depth as to bury
the hut entirely, and so as to necessitate
digging out I'rora the door. This we did
in a zigzag direction, so as to exclude the
■!■■■■
Ml
■!
■
—
mmmmmm
wind. The men took turns in grfing out
after the provisions. We had a quantity
of blubber in the but, which furnished us
with a tolerable lire during the greater
part of the time. The season of night
ALONE ON THE ICE.
had now arrived, and the aurora australis
was far grander than the Arctic aurora. I
Horrors of thf Antarctic Night.
have seen it as far north as eighty degrees,
[From the New York Herald.]
having made the trip with Buddington,
It is probable that the whole range of who is now on the Polaris. In sixty-four
history fails to afford a parallel to the degrees south latitude, however, the grannarrative of the modern Selkirk, James deur of the aurota far excels that seen in
A. King, who was left on the South Shet- the north. The light, as it comes reflected
land Islands, among the snow and ice, by lroiu the glaciers and mountains of snow
and ice, is like a strip of burnished silver.
a vessel which visited that almost unknown region, in search of furs.
For August is mid-winter, and at that time
nearly sixteen months, part ot the time the aurora is it its height. We were live
with helpless companions and part of the days in the hut at one time, after a heavy
time alone, he battled against death. snow, before we could rouse ourselves
Without any tangible hope ot rescue, sufficiently to dig our way out.
with the most horrible of deaths staring SCALING THE GLACIERS IN THE TWILIGHT
him in the lace, he lived and returned to
was
not. as may be imagined, either
the civilized world.
The story ol (hose
or sate work, yet we were commonths of hopeless life, of hunger, priva- pleasant
the snow
tion. cold and despair, would be worthy pelled to take long trips through
It
to our waists in search of penguin.
up
the pen <>! a De Foe.
Simply as showing
we frequently
how much a man can endure and yet live, was death to get lost, yet
ten miles from the hm,
the narrative i- deeply interesting; but went eight to
which was harder work than twenty miles
when we try to realize the terrible solitude ot this lone man, in ti region where of ordinary walking would have been
the very sun himself seems frozen to the We constructed a sort ol pike by attaching
these
Polar elills, the mind wanders and the a spike to the end ol a board. With
uni* sharp-pointed stakes, we sealed the
senses refuse the bidding of the will. The
ol ice.
There were hills
narrative of Alexander Selkirk, mariner, g'cat mountains
I was
snow
a
well as the idealization ot the same un- and valleys—all untrodden
ot having
der the form ot “Robinson < rnsoe,” fulls troubled by the recollection
read in a book on whaling licit the straits
lar short of this story of a New York bov
been
once
now

snow soon

begun

NUMBER 52.

Old

an

Man

Noticed.

has

1 have noticed that all men are honest
when well watched.
1 have noticed that purses will hold
pennies as well as pounds.
1 have noticed that in order to lie a
reasonable creature, it is necessary at
times to be downright mad.
I have noticed that some men are so
honest that necessity compels them to lie
dishonest in the end.
I have noticed that silks, broadcloths
and jewels are often bought with other
people’s money.
1 have noticed that whatever is is right
with a tew exceptions—the let! eye. the
leg. and the left side of a pudding.
1 have noticed that the prayer ot the
selfish man is “Forgive us our debts,”
while he makes everybody who owes him
pay to the utmost farthing.
I have noticed that he who thinks every
man a rogue is
very certain to see one
when he shaves himself, and he ought in
mercy to his neighbor, to surrender the
rascal to justice.
i have noticed that money is the fool’s
wisdom, the knave’s reputation, the poor
man’s desire, the covetous mail’s ambiIion, and the idol of all.
I have noticed that all men speak well
ot all men s virtues when they are .had,

and that tombstones are marked with the
epitaphs of the good and virtuous. Is
there any | irtieular cemetery where the
had men are buried ?

who went

to the South Seas in a New
It is merely a new
ot the motto, “Truth is stranger

London schooner.

rendering

than fiction."
Thu survivor of the si:: nnlortiinnte
Painless Death. Cliiel-.lustice Chase, sailors who were, through villtul neglect
hi carelessness, left to starve or freeze to
says the Boston Ti avoler, was fortunate
in death as lie had been in tile.
The im- death on an almost unkiiov'ii island, remediate cause of his death was rupture ot turned to this city, where he was horn
King is a
the cerebral artery, whence followed a and raised, a tew days since.
rush of blood to the brain: and as the strong, muscular man, ol more than
medium height, and with gieat breadth
rupture took place when he was asleep, of
chest. His hands are almost bine from
lie never knew pain, passing calmly away.
Mere dying, it is probable, never is pain- frequent frosting, and his face indicates
ful, but the circumstances that attend long and continued exposure. He dresses
death sometimes are very painful : yet neatly in citizen’s clothes, and lias very
little ol the swagger or importance ot a
iii0i: sutler as much in sickness from
which they recover as they do m those Ihal sailor about him. He lias visited Washterminate fatally. A strictly natural death ington and his ease has been laid before
It is stated that
would make no more impression on a man the general government.
than was made on him by his birth. Na- a suit will he at once brought against the
ture is not sueh a blunderer as to make the captain ot the vessel to which he was atinevitable a source of pain that can do no tached, for neglect in allowing tin* men
to perish.
The narrative given below,
is
good. H
disagreeable in dying is the
result of violations of nature’s laws.
Jo stripped ;e it is of any verbiage, is subdie is simply to sleep, death being tin* stantially as it came from the lips of the
rounding of life, as Shakespeare says To only man saved from the iintortunale
tiie properly eonstituted mind, death is no boat’s crew who went ashore at the S mill
Shetland Islands from the schooner Frankmore horrible than sleep; imt then the
lin, in May, ioTl.
eonstituted
mind
has
not
properly
yet
been found.
Kven those who die ealmly
TI1K. SI'RVIVOK’S NARRATIVE.
or gladly, do so because they have found
I shipped in this city on duly 26, 1X70,
life a (iordian knot, which can be cut onb'
as boat steerer, and was sent on to New
by the dart of Death, and not because they
London to complete the crew ot the
e
ha\ philosophically convinced themselves
schooner Franklin, which was then tilting
that it is a matter of no moment,
lie a
out in that port as tender to the bark
man tile most confirmed of believers, or
IViu, thmi in lhe South Seas. The Frankthe most confirmed of unbelievers, he
lin, Captain flames M. Holmes, -ailed a
must have some doubt—and where there
tew day s alter, and, alter being nine day
is a doubt, lie it ever so small, there
out, she was loreed to put back bn reSo that when one departs
must In fear.
a
leak.
She was
in his sleep lie avoids the last perplexity, pairs having sprung
on tiie
ways and repaired.
The
flint which waits on the death-bed ol the put
Franklin sailed again on August 26th of
Christian as well as on the death-lied of
the same year, and sighted the Faulkland
the philosopher
which was felt by Adam,
I stands alter a hundred
days’ vovage.
and which will tic felt by the last of
We met the bark Peru, Captain George 1 h
Adam’s descendants.
Human egotism
Gilderdale, about one hundred miles otf
lias not yet readied to that point in which
the I .iulkland Islands, and her commandeath can be a matter of absolute indifferder thinking it. wise for us to go to Cape
ence, and probably it will never reach it.
Horn for wood and provisions, we did so.
Cur stay there was characterized by the
The
was

between these islands bad
iro'/.en up for sixteen years at a time Had
this occurred we would have been left
from hxty to eighty miles inland, and
could not possibly have hoped ever to
have crossed the great I arren wastes ot
show
and ice to the coast.
It is not re
manotldc that two of my comrades be
Caine
we

crazed with
remameu

anxiety

mi

mai

place

man

anoui

May lb l«> about September :'b, Is, 1.
provisions than began to gel hort.
were
liopeln! as vet, ami up to that

The
\V**
time
Out

had maintained tolerable health.
troubles soon began in earnest, however.
We launched out !••
on
the dav in li
< >
eated above to go to Penguin Isl am!
‘his is an extinct volcano
The ice hi -1
unwed somewhat !•* the eastward. in the
direction ot the Orkney Islands, and we
had hoped to be aide to get through in
safety. It was yet exceedingly cold, although winter breaks up about the lattci
part, of October. As it wa-’, we got last
in the ice tloe near Moralit> Hay, and
were compelled to desert the boat
TO S W K

ot It

I IV \

We got on the tloe. and only succeeded
in reaching the shore by jumping from
cake to cake.
We lost everything m in
boat--compas-*, tinder box. Nearly all
gift their led frozen. We !<*pf that night in
the snow, under a hea\.v northeast gale,

and in the morning started back on foot
to reach if possible tin* old lodge at Pot
ter's Cove.
The snow was up to our
waists am! it required ilnmst superhuman
love ot life to prevent us trom lying
down. ( buries (i udmw. ot North Sroningtou, (’otin., walked about three hundred yards and became sleepy. It was
impossible to rouse him, and, unable to
carry him, we were ton -d. much against
our
inclinations, to leave him to die
Pedro Montaro, tin* Portuguese, walked
almost to Penguin Point, within about
eight miles of the hit*, when he gave up
from fatigue, and laid down, becoming
-till' almost

instantly.
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The remaining four of us, I'ownsend
following prescription
adopted utmost
despatch in getting our stores on lb-ss. Pierce ami
by the College of Physicians in Philadel- board, after
my-ejt. per-'evered and
which we sailed for the Shett>*ii other succeeded in
by encouraging
phia ill 18lifj. ft lias stood the test of land Islands,
there
a
after
voyreaching
many years of experience, and will bear
teaching the hut,almost dead with fatigue,
age ol eight days.
into
Potter’s
Running
cold and hunger.
He--’ am! Pierce’s
republieation at this time. It is regarded Cove found the schooners
Francis Alien
tcet wire frightfully IV.*0*11by many as probably the very host pre- and Golden Mesi.
badly
Alter coming to
indeed that ii'mititi«-:»1mm -<-t in
1’ownscription that ran lie used lor cholera in anchor, the stores were
The
put ashore
its incipient stages:
send’s were swollen very large
lieing
bark Peril remained in port while the
the only mu* who was able to walk an\
|
Franklin went
ot
distance the labor of providing t'*»r the
plior, 2 ounces; tincture
capsicum, 1-d
IN SEARCH ill' SEA El .E fit AMS.
tiueturc of ginger,
1 ounce;
whole partv devolved upon nm.
1 went
ounce;
essence
ol peppermint, 2 ounces; liotf
day s at South Reach mi* ever\ d.av ni -eurrli of penguin eggs
Remaining
twenty
man’s anodyne,
ounces.
If the anodyne and
to hobble about the
getting 200 barrels of blubber, wr t ownseml was able
cannot In- readily obtained, substitute sul- “ailed for
Island, leaving two hut ami did everything he could, poor
Penguin
phuric ether—half the quantity. Mix boats’ cn.-ws at this place— one under com- teilow, but Hess and Pierce wm- inter
thoroughly, and shake well every time it ; mand of Cuntain James Hone, ami the rible agony and the smell liom Hear fee
is used. Give or take from ten to twenty- other
I was taken -ick one duv
under James M Ruddington,second was sickening.
five drops, according to age, condition, mate it the Peru.
Owing to a heavy fro n walking ten miles throng!', the snow
and violence ol attack.
Repeat every northeast gale, which sprang up soon ut- after eggs, and the li »m»r of that night
«•

n iuu

ilium,

_

iuiiii
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m

it'
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twenty minutes till relief is obtained.

desperate

In

take a

ter,

we

were

thrown otf shore,

so

that

wo

when the prospect

ot

starvation stared us

tahlespoonfnl at could not come to their rescue tor twelve in the face, is beyond the power of de
once.
Take it in an equal quantity of
My illness was. however only
days. We were loreed in the meantime seription
water, and lie on the hack quietly or in
to put into Desolation Island.
When we temporary, and 1 wa <»n ot. feet the next
an easy sitting posture, with the back
returned to Penguin Islands yve found a d »y.
supported, till it lias full opportunity to board stuck up by which wc were in- I \V \ s »: KTTIM I SO w K \ A
K
NI» IM V I A It
work.
(.lurry a small vial in the pocket, formed that, the two boats’ crews had left
with a tew lumps of white sugar on which lor Potter’s Cove.
i
that
could
not
chase
a penguin
One
Captain Gilderdale
to drop it, to be used in sudden emergen- decided to
leave two men at Desolation day. i'ownseml -aw a sea-leopard iyim'
cies.
We took two piece- of board
Island, and detailed third mate Townsend on tin* ice.
and an Indian named t’lias. Pierce, it and alter lighting the animal I01 an hour
Ci i.Tiv vTioN or Fish in Dm iiits and
succeeded in killing him.
The il« h ot
Groton, Conn. The Franklin then
1’onds. Much attention is now being
this animal recuperated u
a gr» 1
deal
RAN INTO YANKEE STRAITS
paid in Germany to the cultivation of iish
as we had been living so|,*lv on p<
guiu
in ponds and ditches, and it has been and finding a
humped-back whale, we flesh which contains vrv little nutrition
found, contrary to the generally received lost twenty-live day s in get ting him cut up The weather wa- now getting
plea al ter
opinion in reference to such localities, and on board. I’pon our return to South ami the snow was inciting >m»wha!
If
that tliuy are more favorable for the pur- Beach third mate Townsend came on was in the
beginning ol October that
than
other
bodies
of
water, ap- board and reported that lie had found a Pierce and lie- began to lose their minds
pose
large
parently fresh and pure in their character. seal lookery on the other side of Liv- The terrible despondence wlii-li bad Idled
This is doubtless owing to the great ahun- ing-ton Island, known to whalers as our hearts for more than live months had
.. ot animal life, as well as to the North Reach.
This was the first instance produced utter mental pro nation
l
more decided concentration of vegetable
of finding of seal at that place.
The folhave wondered a hundred times tIt 1 1
substances in the form of living plants of lowing six named men were to go ashore
did not become invtmThe tie a an •me'ei
different kinds including the alga*. This dames A. Walsh, alias
King, of New had during the win! 1 register.* | 1 t\
produces a constant evolution ot oxygen York; Ivhvard Townsend, of Glen Cove. three degrees below zero. Our (ma had
needed for the respiration ot the Iish, and L I.; Clias. Curdlin'. Noitli Stonington, been entirely enveloped in tur- \ t one
allows a larger mass of life to lie crowded < 'on 11. : ('buries I’ien e, of Groton, Conn. : ot our number had In nose fro a n
together in a given space. The produc- Pedro Montaro, ot Rravo Island, Capo d-THE 1. VST SKI-Wt VITOS.
tion of the species is also unusually rapid,
\ erdes : and Will. Hess, of < 'amden, N. .1
and the young grow very quickly.
A whaleboat was launched and these im-ii
rin- snow having Im‘gun lo nu ll
-in
It'll the ship to seal.
Five, of them, as it old boat was discovered
Thinking tl ai
Governor (jibs, of Virginia, once ad- atlcrwaids trauspoed, left the vessel tor- some provisions bad been left bv
Cap'ain
dressed a note to Patrick Henry, demand- ever. Mortimer 11. Cassidy, second mate Cilderd de at South Beach. I'ierr. and
ot the schooner Franklin, and James M.
Hess, who bad only partly recovered. tnd
ing satisfaction :
a

ease

*

“Sir, I understand tlisl you have called me a
I wish to know if it hr
’bob-tailed politician.’
true, and if true, to Know your me uiing.
Wm. If. Gii.i
To which

Henry replied:

do not recollect having called you a ‘bobtailed politii imi’ at any time, luit think it probable I have. Not recollecting the time ...
sion, I cannot say what 1 did mean, hut if you
will tell me what you think 1 meant, I will
say whether yon are orreet or not.
Yours respectfully,
I’A I KICk II \ hi ."
"I

Ruddington, got 600 skins which had been
left by Townsend and took them on
board
The schooner was then lying at
anchor in a bay called Rugged Island
<

ove.
The vessels sent out boats’ crews
abou! ten days afterwards, and the men
who had been on shore- I was one ot the

number—turned
DRSKKTEl)

over
lit

1,707 skins.
T1IR

VESSELS.

Provisions lor six days were then put
mi shore, after which
Captain Gilderdale

promised

Ail old gentleman went one day with
his gun to shoot partridges, accompanied
by his son. Before they approached the
ground where they expected to lind the
game, the gun was charged with a severe
load ; and when at last the old gentleman
discovered one of the birds, lie took a
rest and blazed away, expecting to sec
the game fall of course; but, not so did it
happen, for the gun kicked with s.i much
force as to knock him over.
The old
gentleman got up, and while rubbing the
sparks out of his eyes,inquired ol his sou,
“Alpliy, did 1 point the right end of the
gun at the birds ?”

Marshal Saxe

was

cool ami deliberate

in danger. He usually kept his physician,
M. Senac, near his person.
At the siege
of Tournay he ordered his coachman to
drive almost close to the trenches, and
then he sprang out, saying to his companions, “I shall not be absent many minutes.”
M. Senac perceived he was near
the battery, and the enemy preparing to
lire.
As the marshal was alighti ng, the
physician mentioned the danger in which

me to return in ten days at the
I'urtherext. We were then at a place known
as Windsor Island, and remained
twentytwo days awaiting the return of the hark
Peru. At the end ot that time, neither of
the vessels having returned, we started to
go to Potter’s Cove, which we knew to be
a general rendezvous for the
fur-gathering

Before leaving, we stuck up a
Window Island, saying that we
had gone to Potter’s Cove.
\s it was
daylight all the time, we had lost our
reckoning ot time, so I cannot lie exyessels.

keg

on

certain as to the number of days
waited.
Arriving at Potter’s
Cove. St. George Island, we found that
both the Peru and Franklin had gone. We
were then utterly alone.

actly
that

was

we

THE

IIOItKOK OR THE SITI A LTON

then

fully realized.

We were

beyond

all hope ot relief from stray vessels, for
we were out of the usual track, and there
was no likelihood ot any vessels, only
those to which we were attached, visiting
the place.
The terrors of the Antarctic
winter were also before us.
We found a
sell-registering thermometer at Potter’s
Cove and the announcement that it had
he should be left. “Oh, never mind,”
been lelt by
1). Gilder and James
the
“if
tire,
replied
warrior;
they
pull up M. Holmes. George
The date was given as May
the glasses.”
We had landed on May Id as
•>, 1871.
that the
We saw at I)r. Hamlin’s office yester- nearly as I could calculate, so
vessels had been gone eight days. Wo
two
a
smelt—
fishes—a
and
day
herring
ie!t by Captain
which were taken from the stomach of a found two casks ot bread
of the schooner Golden
Benjamin
Rodgers,
salmon.
These fishes are four and six
had been left
inches long, respectively, and arc an evi- West. These provisions
because the schooner had four thousand
dence that the salmon sometimes
indulges seal skins on board, which were more
in a “fish dinner.” Much time has been
valuable cargo than bread. The finding
spent by ichthyologysts in trying to dis- of these casks
allayed our immediate fears
cover the food ot the salmon and
speci- of
hunger, as we knew this would sustain
mens like these are very rare.
will
They
us for some time with proper care.
The
be presented to the American Commisweather was terribly cold ; our clothing,
sioner of Fisheries.
[Bangor Whig.
although of the heaviest furs, was insufficient to keep us warm. Out of some
A compositor in the Milwaukee News office,
boards which we found a hut was built,
while settiug the head of an “Important Dam
Case,” was taken suddenly ill and transposed and we began killing sea-dogs for fuel.
the tirst two words.
We also laid in a stock ot penguin and

Townseml, determined to take tIti
boat
and go there.
‘They launched the boat
without sails, oars or anything except
three pieces of boards made into paddle1 remonstrated with Townseml about
going, and lie said flint they might is
well die at South Beach or on the way a
to stay there and be the cause ot starv
ing me. They hoped to lind provinonlor they argued that (’apt. (iilderdale
would never have desis ted them without
leaving something at iea.-t, t. keep soul
and body together. The distance across
(o South Beach was nune than sixtv miles,
and the water was tilled with floating
iee.

I

MTU.

ItAli

nun

that some vessels would arrive in Novein
her, and was resolved to -lay where 1
1 remonstrated, therefore, against
was.
the

separation

age

them

to

termiiied

and tried
to
eneour
stay, but they were de*

to go.
They started among the
iee and were soon lost to sight.
I never
saw them.
After their departure 1 remained in the hut all alone fur about torn
days. It was now the light season again I
was awakened Irom a sound
sleep on the
•_‘dd ot November, 1x7 '. by the voices of
men.
I was so very weak that I did mu
realize the situation until I heard :i man
cry out lo some one behind him ;

“THERE IS A SKELETON IN lilts III
ll was like

help

to

a

drowning

I

man.

1

I forgot
my feet in an instant
my weakness. The man who loiimt me
was named Smith, and belonged to tinbark Nile of New London. John Class,
second mate of the vessel, entered the hut.
W in
and, recognizing me, exclaimed.
J"
1 replied
king, are you ail that is left
that I was, hnd then related all the particulars which I have given above
At
this moment Captain
John \\ ilhamentered, and instead <d' asking alter me
or my poor dead comrades,
addiessed
me in these words:
“Where in hell did
Where is that thernioni
you come trom?
etei and all the skins? Co aboard the
ship with Mr. Church.” I went on board
the Nile until we reached Pernambuco
where I found Joseph A. Striker, tlie
United States consul. He treated me
very kindly, furnished me with money
and took my statement, which he lor
1 lelt there in
warded to Washington.
schooner Lizzie P. Simmons, (’apt Jerry
Potts, and arrived at New York the latter
part of last April. That is all my story.
was on

Truthful

James

to

the Editor.

(YREKA, 1873.)
Which it is not mv stvle
To produce needless pain
By statements that rile,
Ur that go ’gin the grain.
But here’s Captain Jack still a livin’, and Nye
has no skelp on his brain!
that Caucasian head
There i> no crown of hair.
is gone, it has fled!
And Echo sez “where?”
\nd l a^ks, “L this Nation a White Man’s, and
i« generally things on the square?”
Mi

It

She was known in the camp
As “Nve’s other squaw,”
And folks of that stamp

Hez no rights in the Law,
is treacherous, sinful and slimy, as Nye
might hev* well known before.

But

said that she knew
Hut
Where the Injins was hid,
And the statement was true.
For it seemed that she did;
she led William where he was covered by
Seventeen Modocs, and—slid!
she

~

in* e

Then they reached for his hair:
But Nye sez, “By the Law
OfNations, forbear?
I surrenders—no more ;
And I looks to be treated, you hear me?—as
pris'ner, a pris’ner of war!”

a

But Captain Jack rose,
And he sez, “It’ Uoo thin.
Such statements as those
It’s too late to begiu.
There's ;t Modoc indictment again. O Palefaee, and you’re goin* in!
“You stole Schonchin’s squaw
In the year ’Sixty-two;
It

was

in

’Sixty-four

That Long Jack you went through,
An i vou burned Nasty Jim's rancheria and his
wives and his pappooses, too.

\

“This gun in my hand
Was sold me bv you
'Gainst the law of the land.
And 1 grieves it is true!”
t he buried his face in his blanket and
wept
i- he hid it from view.

:i

H-

w

“But you’re tried and condemned,
And skelping's your doom!”
And he paused and he hemmed—
But Why this resume?
t- '•Ivlped ’gainst the custom of
Nations,
md lit orf like a rose in its bloom.

I asks without guile.
And 1 trusts not in vain.
If tin- !> the style
That i- going to obtain—
n.iv'- < iptain lack still a livin’, and Nve
with no skelp on bis brain?
Brete Harte.
80

I did not know as I could Use them after
being confined so long, and had trouble
in doing so; t also wanted to see the
pretty girls whom I flirted with at the
trial; 1 like pretty girls; they like me; I
did not see many; I should have come
back Tuesday or Wednesday, and got in
the same way as I got out; I was tired
and wanted a little vacation ; I am satislied for the present; people don’t think I
am a murderer, if they did
they would not
treat me so kindly; they know I am innocent ; I like Bennett; he has treated me
well; I hate Sheriff Warren; he has used
me bad ; when Tanner and friends
caught
me they said
they did not care for the $500
reward, and that I ought to have it; but
I think they too’ me; I would like it to
pay the counsel; if Mr. Bennett would
let me go out for an hour a day I would
like it; I would not run away ; I did not
wish to; I could then get some of the
pretty girls to kiss me ; I would like for
them to call on me; I feel nicely now;
good morning. He was rather shabbily
dressed and his face was much sunburnt.
He looked like a farmer and does not resemble bis photograph; there is no excitement here, and very lew were at the
depot to meet him. Several visited him ;
he seems glad to get back; Tanner, his
capturer, states that lie never said he
would give Wagner the $500.
A

Wagner

from

and

on

recognizing

is the

the

■

■■

<

Wagner’s probable whereabouts, nor is found. He immediately went to Bushong’s
Argus reporter advised at this hour bank and made his loss known. “Why,”
(three p. m.,) of any efforts being made said an attache of the bank, “your book
lor his recapture.
is not lost; your daughter brought it
What makes the escape more daring, her yesterday when she drew out that
tlic tael that two men had been
“Drew out what money?”'
engaged money.”
to patrol in trout of ins cell
during the asked the lather in utter astonishnight, and were at their posts. About ment.
And then were told the facts
nine o’clock one of the watchmen re- of the
daughter’s banking transaction.
marked that Wagner was
keeping con- The amaaement of the parent upon hearfounded quiet, and looking in
apparently ing such startling intelligence can be
■aw
Wagner lying on his bed. About imagined. The father then told the story
three o’clock this morning they again ol the strange foreign gentleman who had
looked in, and saw the body on the bed been paying attentions to his
daughter,
"tabling the same position. Fearing that and vague suspicions of forgery and elopetic might lie dead
entered
tiie
ment
rose
in
the
old man’s mind. The
cell,
they
and instead of Wagner found a broornyoung lady’s friend was visited, but she
■tick. dressed up in a suit of Wagner’s knew
nothing of the missing daughter,
clothes. In a short spaced time it began and had not seen her for several days.
to dawn upon them that
Wagner had Then the fact became plain ; the daughter
aped, and later developments revealed had committed forgery and eloped.
the tact that two others had gone witti
The check was shown, and was found
linn.
to have been drawn up in the lady’s handThe escaped prisoners had taken the writing, and the signature, which was
precaution to have a good meal before very nicely and accurately imitated, is
they started, so they broke into the pantry, supposed to have been written by her
ate a lunch, and took the remainder of lover.
The daughter had never been to
die

■

the food with them.
Nothing is yet known of the method ol
tlic escape of the other prisoners,
although
b must have been a
very easy matter, for
a-

Wagner previously remarked,

locks

“the
straw.”

could be picked with a
blankets torn into shreds were tound in
the
building, but the men had not tound
necessary to use them.
Flic jail from which Wagner

escaped

lecently erected at a cost of some
t*>rtv thousand dollars, the locks of which
have been known to the
county commissioners for several weeks to he
entirely
was

worthless.

the bank before.
Who her lover is is not
known. He arrived in 1 his city a short
time ago, formed the acquaintance through
flirtation, it is thought, and so managed
affairs as to induce iter to participate in
the direct robbery ot her father’s dollars,
ft is supposed that the pair left Reading
for New York on the afternoon train.

Supreme

four and five o’clock
Saturday
afternoon.
He called at the house of Mr.
\\
H
fanner and asked lor something
cat. saying lie had eaten nothing for
■
cral days hut a few plums and berries
which lie found in the woods. He was
•ml-sore and weary.
While he was eatig his supper. Tanner suspected his
identity and went out and called some
ween

to assist in
capturing him.
When lie returned Wagner had finished
eating and started off into the woods
again but was pursued and captured. He
made but slight resistance and said he
had been tempted two or three times to
return to Alfred jail. He was
immediately
taken to Farmington and delivered into
the custody of the Sheriff of Strafford
county who put him in irons and he will
l>e taken to Allred
Monday morning.
Wagnei states that McCarthy and Harwho
rington
escaped with him had separated from him Imt a short time before.
flic following is Wagner’s account of

neighbors

escape and recapture:
On Wednesday night the watchmen
came and looked into
my cell at 9-30p.
in.
Saw the dummy and
thought it was
I was hidden in the corner.
me.
They
said, “He is all quiet.” 1 thought, “Not
ti>

much, my friends.” They then went into
the office.
As soon as they unlocked the
office door 1 unlocked
my cell door and
climbed up mi ttie railing t( the tier above,
t lit a match and saw the scuttle.
Just
as I
got through, the watchman came in.
1 shut the scuttle very softly, lit another
match, and gazed around. I could easily
reach the ventilator, and <Jrew
myself up
and got on the roof.
We had to walk
very slew as the tinning made much noise.
We got down the skylight; knew it was
there, and had blankets tied together to
lovvei ourselves trom the root to the attic.
lltti c we lit another match, ami found the
tail -1, went by a room where the inmates
were snoring loudly.
I went into the
office and looked into the jail. I thought
1 would wish the watch good-bye, but
• lid not.
i made my escape
through the
door in the kitchen, and not Irom the
The other chaps were
tront of the house.
outside.
VVe walked together down by the court
house and struck the railroad. We went
to Sprtngvale and
got a drink ol water
near Kihbet's Hotel, and then went on to
Hast Rochester. The other two left me
at Springvale.
i laid in the road at night;
did not dare to go into the bushes as I
was aliaid til wild animals.
1 eame neatgetting run over by a team once. I went
through Rochester village at 9 p. m., in
the evening.
Several persons spoke to
me but none looked
suspicious. Went by
day and night and had no fears of being
taken.
I went to a farm house in Farmington, N. H., and asked for some food.
Had eaten nothing but berries since
my
escape and was very hungry. I tried to
milk a cow in my hat, but she would
I ate what a larmer
not stand.
gave me
and turned to leave. Rooking behind I
saw the farmer and three men
following
I walked very slowly, for I was
me.
tired.
They came up to me and said
prisoners had escaped from Alfred, and
asked me it I was one. I said nothing.
They then raised a pole to strike me. I
said, “don’t you strike me, if you do you
will be sorry.
II you be hard up and
want, a lew dollars you can take me.
I
am Wagner from Alfred jail.”
They
were all frightened.
I only went away to exercise my limbs;

only form of receipt

fabric of

now

used.

For

instance,

integrity, public and private, of the

men

whose labors and sacrifices founded this

unfrequently happens that a

storm

at some of our seaboard

capes would be visible in

a

single day

to

several hundred vessels, which would be
cautioned to put back for shelter or to
take other suitable means of weathering
the gale
This is practically a new ser-

service,
application
forecast, which will be of great utility*
not only as heretofore to the seamen contemplating a voyage, but to the seamen
under sail. When this co-operative system is complete our Atlantic sea front
will be well guarded by an active and

ot the weather

or new

efficient line of sentinels. The honorable
emulation enkindled in both branches of
the service will lie highly stimulating and

communication with the entire line and
with the country back of them.
These stations are now so near each
other that by a rocket or by hag signal

they can immediately communicate with
each other, concentrate forces and make
the best and most timely use of their lifesaving apparatus. All coasting vessels
will do well as soon as the new service is

was

reasonable way to deal
you
with me. I shall have my rights under that
decree with no further legal delay or expense. 1
have conceded promptly every right to you under that decree, ami now I am going to see my
children and you shall not bring them up to
hate their loving father.
Eliza Backus has
written to me that you will do it if you can
from your associations with them, and then I
shall shoot you and myself on those doorsteps
for I have nothing further to live for. Do right,
Ellen Hardin, and you will find me prompt to
do right. I am a broked-hearted desperado.
Save this letter for lawyers and courts, if you
please, tied is my lawyer now, not that remorseless, brutal Hod that you and Eliza
Backus and l,'. W. Walworth worship, but tin
Hod that planted love for my little girls in my
heart, ami that says to the bereft tiger, ‘‘Kill.*’
Oh, you wretch! that kept me two years from
the little hands and hearts that love me. Your
only excuse was tny poverty and misfortunes.
Should mv children refuse to speak to me in
the streets of Saratoga, 1 shall say to myself
she is teaehmg them all lo hate a broken-hearted
father. All is lost and tragedy must come.
When 1 know from the conduct of my little
girls that you have taught them to hate me, that
moment, two pistol shots will ring about that
house, one slaying you, the other myself. I
know that you have no personal fear, no more
than I have, but we both must die. When that
discovery reaches my brain that you have
estranged my young children from me, you
shall not have your life. If mv little girls do
not love me, men my me is valueless, ami I
shall die with a feeling of luxury and rest. But
Vou will have to attend me to the
spirit land.
The Uod of justice demands it, hut if vou do
right under that decree all may he well. But
now my heart is agonized for my little children,
if you had common sense you would know
how to appreciate the danger.
Maxshku) T. Walworth.
(.Signed)
Some of the letters refer to the will of
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Joel Gray,

Hartford, June
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LEGISLATURE

has been in session since May 7th, and its
labors are now about completed. There
has been some important legislation.
Three judges have been appointed to till
vacancies in the Superior Court, a bill

fixing the legal

rate of interest at seven

per cent has been passed, several appropriations to go to charitable institutions
of the state have been made, and more
is likely to follow.

But perhaps the most
important question that has been discussed,
is that ot authorizing a Constitutional

Convention

The Times says Biddeford sells

places, according

Tn

quills

J. 11. Weymouth has been appointed postNewport, and J. H. White, at

master at East
Pea Co ve.

Cincinnati hotels have a substitute for hash
called “moka.” It includes all the ingredients
ot hash and twenty-one other things.
TFTe Little Emma Mine, Into which British
stockholders poured a million pounds sterling,
proves, upon official report to be valueless.
youthful fisherman at Rochester, Ind., dove
the bottom of the river to see what kept his
tish hook there aud forgot to come up again.
A

to

Secret marriages are so popular at Peoria that
fathers and mothers dare not scold their daughtlor fear that they are addressing some one’s
wife.

ers

1000 inhabitants and under be restricted
representative. The committee’s
report has not yet been acted upon, but
its suggestions will possible be adopted.

two

women,

who

will

be

with

armed

to visit any

asylum or prison in
the State, whenever they please, without
giving previous notice to superintendent
authority

warden. This board of charities is to
look out for all cases of wrongful confinement in insane asylums, and to pre-

or

vent such cases of unjust punishment as
that so vividly portrayed in Charles Keade’s
novel of
The

Hard Cash,”

“Very

legislature

people

has decided to let

vote on the stale

the

capital question

in the autumn. There i-. no doubt but
that the verdict will he lor one capital,
and that to be Hartford. The Inundations
for the new State House are already laid.
UNDERGROUND,

OR LIFE BELOW

Tilt.

UR-

FACE.

hedgehog stuck 41
inquisitive ox.

a

Three boys were drowned in Hartford, at
different places, between Saturday noon and
Monday night, while bathing.

A Georgia newspaper recently informed its
readers that it was not worth while for them to
raise boys. The ugouized editor insists that he

to one

and the Senate will doubtless pass it also.
to consist ot three men and

an

A son of John Moore of
Bucksport died ou
the 10th iust. of lockjaw caused by a splinter in
his toot.

and that towns of

The hoard is

of

Ten of the Penobscot tribe of Indians have
entered for the boat race at Bangor on the
Fourth.

work,suggesting means
by which the desired ends might be gained
bv patching up the present constitution.
This committee lias reported in favor of
changing the times of the state elections
so that they shall be held only once in two
It is
years instead of annually as now.
also recommended that two representatives be given every town of 4000 in-

important bill lias passed the House,
establishing a State Board ot Charities,

nose

Alter July 1st the Westinghaus brake will be
on the Maine Central passenger trains.

ments has been at

An

the

into

wrote

hogs.

A murderer at Merridan, Miss., asked to be
hung on the Fourth of July, and the Judge
kindly consented, as it would help aloug the
proposed celebration.
Lewis, the heroine of the Lime Rock,
has separated from her
luisbaud,
William Wilson, because he is a lazy fellow
and won’t support her.
Ida

Newport,

The water is alreadyjlow in the river it Ellsworth, aud last falling off, which will in a tew
days compel the mills to shut down, unless
rains should intervene.
A meeting of graduates of West Point at St.
Louis prepared an address to the alumni, who
served on both sides during the late war, inviting them to a general reunion in June next.
In these days, the young woman of the
period dresses herself in 49b starched, gradu
ated ruffies, to go into some damp grove, and
mines back in ten or twelve hours, limp and
dirty, announcing that she had been to a picnic.
M. Stoddaro. proprietor of

hotel at Farmington. Minn., in a dispute, Sunday, with a
hoarder named Brown, was shot dead. The
Sheriff tried t arrest Brown, who resisted and
was shot and killed by the Sheriff.
S.

a

the coast of Maine there are forty-eight
light-houses and lighted beacons, eight fog signals, operated by steam or hot-air engines, tittyone day or unlighted beacous, three hundred
and titty-one buoys actually in position.
On

working

order to

a

:t

»

it

soever

supports.

In

our

judgment

Butler will have that potent aid. The
understanding between Butler and the
President seems to be perfect. The old

Thomaston M. F. Ins.
Bellatly
report. Hale & Emery for pit)1.; WisP. Gould for deft.
stands for trial.”

Whether [it is malice and fradulent is
to he submitted to the jury.
Elizabeth Martin vs. Inhabitant- of school
district No. 10 in Franklin.
Exceptions by
deft. Hale and Emery for plf.; U. S. Peters
lor deft.
“Exceptions overruled.”
Andrew McC. Howard in eq., vs. Brldgham
Haynes. On bill aus. anil proof. Hale and
Emery, Paine for plff,; Dutton, Stetson for
dett.
“Bill sustained master to he appointed.”

Dickinson.].—Rescript.

hill in equity, to compel tile defendant among other things to make a conveyance
ol real “state to the plaintiff, held as the
plaintiffs trustee, the iletendent relies upon a forfeiture by reason of the plaintiffs failure to pay
a promissory note, the forfeiture will he saved
if there has been such conduct on the part of
the trustee as to throw the plaintiff off his
guard, and offered hint reasonable and probable
ground to believe that the trustee assented to
the delay, or did not intend to exact a strict
a

performance.

WALDO co.

Beni. S. Merithew vs. B. H. Mace. Exceptions hv deft. McLellan for plff.; Mace, Nickerson for dett.
"Exceptions overruled.”
Otis Black and ux. vs. Inhabitants of Stockton.
Motions and exceptions by dett.
McLellan for plff.; Hubbard, Abbott for deft.
“Motion sustained and a new trial granted on
the ground that the verdict is against evidence.”
Cutting J.—Rescript.

Motion sustained, verdict set aside as against
evidence, and a new trial granted.
Hannah C Small vs. John C. Libbv and als.
Motion to si i aside verdict by plff.
Abbott foi
plff.: Nickerson for deft.
“Verdict set aside as against evidence.”
Enoch K. Bovle tcompll) vs. Axel Hayford
and als.
Exceptions by dett. Boyle for plf.:
McLellan for Jefl.
“Exceptions overruled judgment on the verdict.”

Explosion.

Richmond, June JO. Early this morning the boiler in the drying kiln connected with Tredegar Works, exploded. The
fireman was instantly killed. His body
was blown one hundred yards and
terribly
mangled, the head and one arm being
oft'.

bitterness concerning the corking up of
the lormer at Bermuda Hundreds lias

passed away under the pressure of common interest.
The salary increase, which
the

President coveted as the servant
desireth his shadow, was so cleverly engineered at the capital by the powderooat hero that the well known gratitude
of the White House must have gone out
At the polls, if nominated, Butler is likely to receive a support from the
lower strata of society that will astonish
his opponents. The floating riff-raff will
inevitably be his. Those who habitually

to him.

seek the winning side will pass over to
him. Office seekers as well as office
holders will haste to make their peace,
and worship the rising sun.
But will this suffice? We doubt it.
There is among the people of Massachusetts a large amount of good, solid, old
fashioned integrity, that without any reparty lines or party interests,
Ben. Butler and his history.
This is not diminished by the tact that the
fitth district has repeatedly sent him to
Congress by the full party majority. To
terence

must

to

despise

make him Governor of Massachusetts
would be another and very different

thing.
If Ben. shall succeed by impudence
and cunning in compassing the nomination, an intensely interesting canvas will
result. The integrity of republican voters

A Massachusetts clergyman, forty years of
age, was wedded to a fourteen-years old girl
last week, to the great scandal of the people.

bread.

From the report ot his investigations
published in Ihe Chemical News, it appears
that six samples of new bread, bought at shops
in London, yielded from .±11 to .401 of one per
cent, of alcohol.
After the bread had been exposed to tlie air in a moderately warm room for
a week, two thirds of the alcohol had evaporated. Mr. Bolas remarks that “the amount of
alcohol contained in bread is too small to he of
any dietetic importance, but it may be perhaps
worth while to notice, that forty two pound
loaves are about equal in alcoholic strength to
an ordinary bottle of port.”
He hopes soon to
determine the amount of alcohol whicli dough
loses while baking. Our readers probably recollect that, some years ago, attempts were made
in England to save the large amounts of alcohol
supposed to be lost in linkers’ ovens. A good
deal of money was sunk in the experiment, hut
it was found that the amount and quality of
spirit obtained were not such as to make the
process remunerative.

What will our prohibitory friends do?
New cider and lager beer, with scarce a
trace ot alcohol, are under the

ban, and

what is to become of us all when it shall
be settled that a man may get tight on his
breakfast biscuit, and three sheets in the
wind on his tea rolls ? Shall Mr. Eaton
Shaw be authorized to furnish the state
with bread also, and shall Captain Bean’s
agency supersede all the kitchen stoves?
Perhaps it will sullice to have regularly
commissioned bread tasters, who shall
determine whether

or

not the

family loaf

is dangerously intoxicating.
Will Ihe
conscientious manager of the Rockl utd
Gazette inform us how this strikes the
editorial mind of that reformatory sheet ?
We have always thought that the venerable John Adams meant well when he
uttered his adjuration to posterity, that on

anniversary of the signing of the
Declaration, the bells should ring and the
cannon roar and general
rejoicing be had.
will be put to a sore trial, between party But the patriot had no glimmering of the
discipline and a sense ot wrong and fearful gunpowder brood that he was inshame at party demands. The inclination voking, or wo feel sure he would have
to vote for Butler on party grounds or for put in a reservation against lire crackers,
be more than out- torpedoes and squibs, in which the heart
war services will
weighed by the history ot his reign in of young America delights. It would
Louisiana, of the salary steal, and by a seem to be quite sufficient that hands be
tear ot ins inordinate and unscrupulous mutilated, arms blown off' and eyes put
ambition. What the result may be no out by cannon and guns,without the added
But the doubters suffering of the spiteful snap of those inone can truly predict.
of the perpetuity of the republic, to whom fernal invention ot the rat-eating Chinamen, obtruding upon the quiet of those
we alluded at the outset, will look upon
Butler’s success as the strongest proof of wno wish 10 su ami meditate on me virtues of the patriot fathers.
their theory, as certainly it would be.

Several fragments of the
boiler, weighing from 1000 to 2000 pounds
A Republican Rebukes the Administration.
were driven a considerable distance, and
did much damage. One piece, weighing
Judge West, one of the most eminent
1000 pounds was blown through a wall
into the extensive blacksmith’s shop and republican jurists of Ohio, and a member
the machinery was greatly
damaged. The of the Constitutional Convention ot that
house containing the kiln was demolished.
advocates a change 8f the time of
Fortunately the accident occurred before State,
the time lor the hands to
to work, the general election for President, Novemgo
otherwise the loss of life would have been ber,
upon the express ground that State
very great.
elections preceding Presidential elections
give to his party leaders an opportunity
Scandalous Affair at Newport. In
to prostitute the powers of the governR.
for
i.,
several
months
Newport,
past, ment and the
money of the people for the
a man claiming to be of the bon ton has
been paying, clandestinely, his addresses base ends of controling the popular will:
to the wife ot a gentleman moving in the “I am a
republican ot the strictest sect,
first circles. Remonstrances were of no
as I have been, I now declare
radical
and
avail with either of the criminal parties,
and a few days since a trip to Canada and that it was absolutely humiliating to men
pistols lor two was arranged and carried of dignified sensibilities to see Delano,
out, from which trip both parties came
Secretary of the Interior, Boutwell, and
home alive and uninjured. The woman
has left her husband’s bed and board and Cresswell, Postmaster General, going
Names are down last fall, first to North Carolina,
gone home to her father.
withheld, because the parties are in high and, after having carried that State by
lite and rich.
their tents like the Arabs

A little sou of E. C. Moody of Camden,
some rotten boards laid over a deep
well in the cellar of his father’s bouse, and went
through into the well. There was seven feet
ot water in the well, and but for timely assistance be would have been drowned.

in

the

It will he recollected that during the
late Presidential campaign it was charged

come

when such a

longer be witnessed

will

no

can

continent.”

on

spectacle

the Ameri-

The

man

must have been

little short of a devil. They certainly
will go far to palliate what seemed (o have
been in the son a shocking ease of parricide.
Frank is defended by Charles
O’Connor, an old friend of his grandfather, who is throwing into the ease all
his talent and energy.
The Belfast Journal idem.) is anxious to
have the republican candidate for governor define bis views on the question of enforcing the
penalty for the crime of murder. We have
not consulted the candidate on the subject, but
from articles which lie has written on the question within the past few years, we find he lias
repeatedly urged that the punishment for murder should be clearly and unmistakably defined
hv law, and then that that penalty, whatever it
It is for
may be, should lie faithfully enforced.
the legislative department of t lie government to
the
prescribe
penalty tor murder without any
equivocation or uncertainty, and then for the
executive to enforce the decrees of the courts
acting under the authority of law. [Lewiston
Journal.

evades the point of our
inquiry. The penalty for murder, as now
defined by the statute, is not equivocal or
uncertain. But with an uncertain Gov-

was,

pen; every word has a purpose, and it
has been truly claimed that the author
has literally circumnavigated the globe,
and taken many a long journey thousands
of miles up and down its surfaces between

The Sentinel says that a British man-of-war,
at Welchpool, while practising with her guns
Monday threw a lo-inch hall, which struck on
Treat’s Island, ah mt twenty feet from the
dwelling house of IT. S. Treat, Ksq. We learn
the explanation was “they did not know there
was a ball in the gnu.”

poles, to gather the materials for this
and other ol his interesting works.
The
author’s insight into human nature is constantly shown in this book, and is the
the

legitimate outgrowth

The Fox Island Steamboat Company, of Vinaihaven, have purchased the steamer Clara
Clarita, of New York, ami are putting her in
thorough repair, and will have her on the
route between Rockland and Vinalhaven,where
she is to run, on Monday next. She will cost
the company about thirty-live thousand dollars.

of travel, observa-

tion and earnest

thought.
Deputy Collector Stoddard of the Third Maine
The Hartford daily papers have copied
District went to White tie Id and made a seizure
from
to
of
an illicit distillery, which, from the best
inchapter
“Underground”
give
formation to be obtained, has been in operation
interest to their columns, until now it some
two or three years. The owner a* know lseems as if they might in the end succeed
edges that he lias been “doing a little somein copying the whole book. The publishers thin’ in the rum making business for at least
a year.
The product ot his still has been disdo not complain, for they know that the posed of in the neighborhood.
perusal of one chapter taken from the
book makes the public hungry to read
-The New England Fanner under"

the whole.

\V

stands that the Colorado

The Journal

it may be made so.

ernor

provides

as

The law

now

follows:

When anv person is convicted of a crime
punishable with death, and sentenced therefor,
he shall at the same time be sentenced lo solitary confinement in the state prison till such
punishment is inflicted; tiut lie shall not be
executed until the whole record of such proceedings or case is certified by the clerk of said
court, under the seal thereof, to the supreme
executive authority of the state, and a warrant
is issued by said executive authority, under the
great seal of the State, to the sheriff or one
of his deputies, of the county wherein the slate
prison is situated, commanding him to carry
said sentence of deatli into execution.

The practice has been, in the exercise
of a mistaken clemency and a misdirected

sympathy,
regard tlie law as not mandatory in its nature, and to make the
to

punishment for murder simply imprisonment tor life.

Gov. Chamberlain had the
nerve and sense ot justice to order the execution ot the murderer Harris, and another Governor, we think Coney, issued
his warrant for the execution of Spencer
who whileaconvictmurdered the Warden.
With these exceptions there has been no
execution by the state authorities of Maine
tor a

long series

of years.

So that the law

imprisonment shall
expire during his term as Governor, if he
shall he elected, will Mr. Dingley issue

potato bug

lias

got to Vermont.
A

good story

to

comes

us

from

the

Henry Ward Beecher is out
card, declaring that he didn’t do

ancient town ot Waldoboro. As is well
known that bailiwick helped to build t lie
railroad through its territory, and was
called upon to vote subsequent aid and
comfort in the shape of interest on bonds.
One old chap, near whom the road passed,
and who had always opposed it in every
shape, took ground at the meeting against
voting the interest, but wrestled unavail*

ingly, and

went home discomlitted and

In the

sore.

whistling

as

night, hearing
it went

past,

the

engine
put

he arose,

his head out of the window, and thus

that its all
—'I’lie

Our

representative
a

man

in

Congress, Mr.

who chooses his words

In his speech at the Bangor
Convention he said that in the seventeen
had
or

to

Maine “no

one

heard ot one man

being bought
sold.” Those transactions are not likely
be heard of, because the only persons
ever

who know of them are most interested in
them

secret.

Let

keeping
hope that,
if Mr. Hale shall be candidate for U. S.
Senator before some future legislature,
us

The San Francisco papers give

sell-

glowing

accounts of the new Grand Central Hotel,

it. and

and New

Brunswick

j

at

Wagner’s
escape can now rejoice oyer his capture.
He seems to have been the biggest tool in
that section, except those who suffered
him to escape.

The Camden
know why

possession

Herald is puzzled to
of bees has taken

a swarm

ot

the

Baptist steeple

in that

forgets that John the Baptist
honey, and therefore the associaIt

led on
tion is natural.

carefully.

republican legislatures in

Canada

—Conductors

on

at

Win. Pitcher it Son are running
their establishment.

se

the main line of the

Maine Central will hereafter run from
Bangor to Boston, instead ol haying the
line divided into sections with a conductor
tor each.
—The plan of Mr. Jewett in his published letter oil the salary steal, was that
every one of the thieves should be compelled to restore his plunder. The Bangor Convention forgot that part ot tiie
programme. No wonder they didn’t want
Mr. Jewett in the convention.
The editor of the Cape Ann Advertiser records his observations on tbe
liquor law as follows—

hav press

a

A. Hayford has loaded sell. X (than Clirtord
with staves for New York.
Mr. W. J. Colburn, who has resided at Toledo
visit.
for the past year, is at home on
A pair of cows yoked to a hay team attracted
considerable attention in our streets la-t week
Th

cisterns

housewives

are

getting alarmingly low,

and
about coming wash-

anxious

arc

days.
Engine Co. Mo, has a new bell mounted on
the roof, and rather ovenf-es the 'bin/ in ringing it.
The trains

the Main

on

will hereafter be
land time.

<

and bran-

Central

by Boston

run

he*

Port-
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If your business is dull, liven it up v\ ith advertising. It operates like pint of veast in a
peek of flour.
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George F. White.
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It is said P> be the Indian
John river in Florida.

bridge

budding
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steam*

that boat,
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heretofore

announced. He ha re on- idri-ed tin mattei
and will abide in the ship. *• ill who travel *ui
her will he g'ad to le ar.
Mr. Clt.irl*1' II. Wliitne\

toriin-i

im-

o

1*-rport, but for a few years pit
Washington Territory, is now in this * ■•■one
visiting his friends. He tinds liis health I in
ist.
proved by a re>id'n* e on tin Baeiti

J’lie preparations for ■e|»*braling the Fourth
very great, and I tin* day shall prove tin** a
great crowd will till the it v. Fh fautasti display will be very brillian and will b- ><miare
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was a A ankee Bluebeard. who had bun
towives head downward.
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Lin* biligo B. B.
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People who were grieved

town.

Hale, is

a

with

Railroad, largely owned by Hon. F. A
Bike, will soon be leased to the Eastern
Railroad, it is rumored

re-

lieved his pent up feelings “Blow, blow,
-d town pauper !”
you d

and precedent make the death penalty
there will not only be no buying and
optional with the Governor. Now in the ing heard of, but none take
place.
case of a deliberate amt undoubted murderer, whose term of

apparently,

they

the worse for the trip.

none
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cline to ha\e anything to do with them.
The next vessel to be l.iuii bed is
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II
lie
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damage. Surge-il ail \\a- uuiindi iL* -1 v renstone

■

dered.
Postmaster T'imi i >.v inform u- that tin* iu vv
a ntlaw compels him to <barge ii\<
per
quarter for the delivciy ot tin Journal t p«»*t
fit"
wln» prefer to do->•,
!
have their paper- delivered from W
imh.v it
store, without eh tree, hv aivm
office.
otfiee boxes,
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'Ifid
a
Suit ll>K i\ Bli«H»lo
i.widow living m u Bi"«d S
ill an unfinished
liainbci ot u<-r Inui-e, la-t
Thursday night, using a clothes un foi the
o, am, stood
purpose. She put tin* rope about
in
chair until she hud tied the knot, and then
<

tipped the chair

over.
She lived mostly alone
iu the house. Two little girls, her neice-. wenabout the house all that day, and she requested
"in
them not to come into her oom bt Ion
home. T ie body hung all night, uni wa- ti-

just completed at Oakland, on San Franwii
next morning bv her
m uni In
In the lour days’ stay in the eities of New covered
cisco Bay.
It is an elegant edition, with
had been mismanaged, that funds had
York and Brooklyn, where liquor is sold at Mrs. Hall was ♦)»> years old.
every modern improvement and con
nearly every store, and used by all classes, we
been swallowed up ot which no account
P itt. -m was
b um I i
Poliok Got hi
venienee, built at a cost of .<! J90,OPO. It is did not see as much drunkenness as is visible m
P *11* email
could be given, and that its affairs were tal
on Friday, on
«-uq uut
arraigned
Gloucester
in
one day.
Gan the prohibitory
and
unless
his
home
punishment,
organ to be
laih-d
kept by Col. John A. Lancaster, o! law admirers explain this?
Me Kenney, charglfcl with di mil.
in inextricable confusion.
This was deauthoritatively declares to the contrary the National Hotel, Navada City, a brother
—The tender heart of .fudge Morris, of for ten days.
nied by the administration organs and this will be
as
the
fact.
When
H
um
accepted
nun < uuningOn complaint of tin
ol the Lancasters ot this city and Ban- the Portland Police
Court, was greatly
speakers. But now, when concealment the lives of the people of Maine are at
uk.
ntem
ham plead guilty m l g"i
win)
have
with
Those
the
sojourned
gor.
is no longer possible, it is announced that
moved at receiving the following note
stake there should be no equivocation.
On complaint <»i Wdiiim Bobbin-, Fugeue
Colonel say that what he don’t know from a
Gen. Vincent, who has been looking into Let the Journal
man in jail for assault—
and John Kell u \v
convicted of
young
Ryder
out.
speak
about keeping a hotel is scarcely worth “to your Honor Mr. Morris Sir it is
the affairs of the Bureau, reports that a
My wish to sault on compl.mil. and -enbneed to seven daythat the affairs of the Freedmen’s Bureau

his warrant

refuse to issue it? The
Portland Press, one of his supporters,
says Mr. Dingley is an opponent of capior

•

■

me--

i-

sum ot money is missing and cannot be accounted tor; also that Gen. How-

large

ard, who had charge of the Bureau,
never gave the $50,000 bond required by
law. In short there has been a swindle
ot the worst character.
Probably, if the
Maine republican convention had noticed
this fact, it would have resolved that the
Democrats

are

in some way

responsible,

detail, folding
and Mr. Hale would have found words
and silently stealing away to the State of to
glorify the administration party, even
Maine, and then flitting away to other through its stealings.
States and working to carry elections for
—No more free transportation in the
the Administration party. I hope to God
the time will

these letters.
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is almost

sea
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yet been ordered,
constitutioifal amend-

upwards,

Wednesday

on

Hon. Edward Kent will shortly visit Europe
with his family, for a sojourn of several months.

convention has not as

habitants and

Rridgton recently

sign?

new

Fog that drifts in from the
nightly visitant now.

in 98

Ten deaths from cholera wore reported

to draw up a new state con-

committee on

liquor

Sunday at Nashville, Tenn.

claimed that the present
stitution.
constitution does not allow some towns
fair representation in the Legislature. The
a

report.

to

our

The piazza of the American House is brim'
rebuilt.

A ease of Asiatic cholera is reported at Passaic City, N. J.

It is

but

Esq.,

New* of the County and City.
How do you like

is to build the hotel at Skow-

“Ot making many books there is no
keep a good look- Reuben H. Walworth, by which the deend” especially in Hartford the book
A Bangor firm has been making a pair of
out feeling that the degeneracy of the
hag or red storm lantern ceased was leit only a portion of the
publisher’s paradise. But among the tons shoes for a boy up in Aroostook county. The
ot
the
Bureau
as
and
retime
must
be
Signal
measures LI 1-2 inches in length by 4 1-2 in
they pass
present
fearfully sapping
property, and that in the trusteeship of of volumes that are annually “ground shoes
breadth and weighed enough to load an ordinthose principles. The record of infamy pass the stations. And it will frequently his brother. Of this he
says—
out” there are few really good and valu- ary man down. The boy is nineteen years old
which the past winter unrolled at Wash- happen that the larger vessels and steam“Now, Ellen Hardin, knowing that I atn able books. Indeed in the whole world and still growing.
under that will, if you will persist in
A m: guided youth in Alexandria, Va., in
ington is simply appalling. And the ships alter leaving Atlantic ports will he helplessyear
trying
by year to see how much of that the number of books that are not worth imitation of Sergeant Bates,
in position to see and improve the cautionproposes to proworst sign of all is the indifference with
property you can get out of me by threats of
ceed to Boston lor the purpose of starring from
and
more
than
their
binding
paper,
which people look upon this, and the ary signal displayed at the lighthouses law, by personal blandishments to my trustees, any
Bunker Hill on a tour through the Northern
or by any other means; if you doubt and will
is vastly greater than the number of those
States, carrying with him the rebel flag unand life-saving stations, and thus to be not sec that 1 ought to have something for
readiness with which it is forgotten.
my which deserve an existence
furled.
the
Among
entire life, whether he intenued or not, then
A striking leature of the sublime im- forewarned of a dangerous storm moving mark what will be the
liuality of my vengeance rarely interesting, entertaining ami truly
Cincinnati, O., *29. Jesse R. Urant, father of
toward
them.
the
dead
scoundrel
who
has
the President, died at his residence in Covingmade me
upon
dog,
pudence of the men who direct and
instructive books is a new work !>y Col. ton,
so pitiable before men and before vou.
I will,
Kentucky, of general debility, about 7
champion this departure from the sterling
and, so help me the demons who wait upon the
Thos. K. Knox of New York, hearing the o’clock to-night. The President, although exA Serious Matter.
persecuted and the proud spirited and the revirtue of old, Is the persistent aspiration
pected in a special train, had not arrived at the
title of “Underground, or Lite Below the time
of his death.
We are sorry for our prohibitory liquor vengeful, I will, when stripped by you of my
of Ben Butler to high positions and honors.
property and you mean it at last,—plunge my Surface.” It has just been issued by the
A
conductor,
engineer, tireman and two exlaw
friends, who wage such persistent dagger into Frank's and Tracy’s heart, and cut
He again announces himself as candidate
off the Walworth name forever. <i—d d-m enterprising and widely known publishing eonduetors on the Boston aud Fitchburg railwar
of
diet
that
article
contains
any
upon
road have been arrested for stealing from
for Governor of Massachusetts,apparently
him! He has elevated them and degraded me I house of J. B. Burr and
Hyde. The work train. Large quantities of goods were discoveven ihe smallest appreciable
quantity of ami you. Gloat over it:- I have not one single contains incidents and accidents
undismayed by his defeat in the convenered.
Prindle, the conductor, has been seufirm right under his will. This you believe and
beyond
tenced to year ill jail.
tion of two years ago. He is undoubted- alcohol. Their consistency is about to he this lias been the cause n( your despising an I the
of day, startling adventures in
light
to a severe trial.
Those terrible lel- abandoning me. With uold, calm purpose you
A busiuess man in Adrian, Mich., was forly prepared to exercise his electioneering put
all parts of the world, an account of mines
tunate enough to tiud, in the gutter in front of
lows the chemists, who insist that all sus- contemplate my eventual beggary and humiliahis
his
tion.
I
will
kill
and
deleat
the
damned
ability,
your hoy
organizing skill,
and the mode of working them, true tales a bank, a crumpled envelope belonging to himmoney
and even the air we breathe, is scoundrel in his grave, aud cut oil' his damned
self, and containing two one hundred dollar
and power of wheedling men into his tenance,
of the undercurrents of society, descripname forever.
bills, which had been dropped and ^wept out
an alcohol-like stimulation in one
only
me
about that prop- tions ol caverns and their
Now, you just persecute
schemes, in a grand effort to compass
mysteries and from the hank two days before.
form or another, and that alcohol in erty, and keep this thorn alive in mv heart, by
this end. An important question just
•‘The drain of emigrants to America," says
the eternal (tod, I will kill them and vou too; of prisons and their secrets, descripmoderation is simply sustenance—they now
you hurt my property auv further, you
here is whether he will have the support
tions of the depths ot the sea, and strange the Limerick Reporter, “is absolutely alarming. The people are leaving the country in
have discovered, we say, that the bread G-d d-m-d infamous h-iteli, and I will gut your
of the national administration in this
stories of the detection of crime. It is a
rowds.
A respectable, well-dressed, intellipups as well as you. The G-d d-m-d dead vilwe eat is
pervaded by alcohol. We auote lain sliant roll me of my wife, children and book of H42
gent and orderly population are abandoning
movement.
The power of the army of
pages with l.'tO illustrations. their country in countless numbers."
II
I
can’t
have
i’ll
have
thing,
any
from that high authority the Journal ot property.
federal office holders in Massachusetts,
revenge! G-d d-m you! i have losl already We venture to say that there is not a
A gentleman aud his wife arrived at Albany,
which makes life tolerable.”
Chemistry—
everything
in
a
mass
to
the
nommoving
accomplish
single page devoid of interest or instruc- last week, having driven all tin- way from
Mr. T. Bolus rinds that a perceptible amount
We
doubt
if
was
ever
t
hnaha.
They had a nice team of horses, which
anything
penned tion. There is very little “padding”
ination of a candidate, is immense, and of Ihe
intoxicating Huhl may lie ohtaineil from
did not seem at all fatigued by their long
so
and
fiendish
as
so small a quantity as two ounces of ordinary
utterly
depraved
of
itself
to
assure
success
to
whomabout
this
of
Col. Knox’s facile journey, and the buggy in which
ought
product
rode

vs.

stepped on

Letter from Connecticut.

out for the storm

policy.

blown

It not

signal displayed

government, and who gave an impetus
to the qualities which make up public
virtue that sufficed to carry the country
tar along the path they marked out, withput

Judicial Court'-Eastern District.

Boiler

sound and durable govern-

And surely this doubt is well founded.
No intelligent man c^u reflect on the stern

LAW TERM.

When

a

ment.

Wagner Arrested.
Portland, 29. Louis H. F. Wagner
Rescript.
was
arrested by a farmer in Farmington,
A misrepresentation as to the title of the
Me., about thirty miles trom Alfred, be- property insured, does not necessarily avoid the
1

against coming storms and for saving life
from wrecks by the use of the electric
telegraph as an auxiliary. At its third killing
session the Forty-second Congress pro- tion ot

corruption in high places, seen, un- beneficial, while the operations of the
disputed, acknowledged, and even defiant coastguard or life-saving stations must be
on its part, can exist as a
part of the greatly assisted by having telegraphic

HANCOCK CO.

Alilen
(Jo. On
well, A.
“Case

The Walworth Murder Trial.
The trial of Frank Walworth for the
murder of his father is proceeding in New
York at the dato of this writing. A jury
was procured without difficulty.
The

the

Jail.

.,

Another Protection to Mariners.
The New York Herald gives an account
of a new provision for warning seamen

proven by the brief examinaa few persons connected with tho
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
vided for the establishment of ten life- hotel. It is evident that the defence is to
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
saving stations, to be located from the be insanity and self defence. Mrs. Walwithin the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the
Maine to the North Carolina coast inclu- worth testified at length, mainly to her
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms.
For one square, (oue
sive, and the Treasury Department has son’s eccentric conduct, and the cruelties
inch of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fracalready executed the design of this legis- of her husband. Some letters written by
tion of a square charged as a full one.
lation. The Signal Office, co-operating the deceased to his wife were put into the
Administrators, Executors and Guardians with this
important life-saving service, case, and it was in evidence that these
desiring their advertisements published in the .Journal will please so state to the Court.
under a recent act of Congress, will pro- had been seen by Frank. The following
^
is a specimen of the letters—
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of ceed immediately to connect itself by wire
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
May, 30—7 o’clock a. m.
with the life stations and lighthouses in
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
Prepare yourself for the inevitable. T am
it is to go.
order to signal vessels passing within getting over my wasting fever, and shall be out
4®~S. M. Pkttengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
I am going to calf
sight of the latter of dangerous storms of my root)) in a few days.heart
and 37 Park
is starving for
Row, New York, are our authorized
upon my children; my
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding and hurricanes in time for their masters their caresses. Make the interview when I
advertisements.
come just as easy and pleasant as
possible. I
to escape impending danger. The double
4®"S. R. Niles, No. <> Tremont Street, Boston.
cannot stay from them much longer.
I will see
of
and
them
Geo.
Rowell
&
P.
4®"
Co., 40 Park Row, New system
peaceably if I can, or with a tragedy if I
lite-saving
stonn-warning
York, will receive advertisements for this paper,
must. Their little faces haunt me, as they are
service will begin at an early day, per- mine.
at the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
Popish cruelty must bend to the demand
attention.
in July, and will be extended first to of a father’s heart, or Walworth’s name goes
haps
4®“ Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
out in blood.
Keep Frank Walworth out of
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
Sandy Hook, Cape May, Montauk Point, my way. Ton have
taught him to hate me, and
&
4®~Batks
Locke, 34 Par'/ Row, New York, Minot’s
or obstruction in any way will
Ledge lighthouse and Long his presence
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
excite
fatal
exasperation. I want to see
for the Journal.
Branch, and thence, as rapidly as possi- only
my little girls and come away peaceably.
Beware that you do not in
to
ot
Maine
the
coast
and
ble,
Hatany way arouse the
Cape
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
frenzy which you have known to exist since
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
teras.
left me. There is a
—BY—

lady 15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to
entered Bushong’s bank, and stepped up that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be chauged to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
to the window of the
paying-teller. She ARE REQUESTED
TO SEE THAT THEIR
was the daughter of a respectable eitizen,
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
about twenty-two years of age, quite pre- are requested to ft rward the suras due.
possessing in appearance, of affable man4®* In sending money, state THE POST OFners and very well educated.
She pre- FICE
to which the paper is sent,.£*
sented a check purporting to be signed by
her father, who is and has been a regular
Ben. Butlerism.
depositor in the bank for quite a number
ot years.
With the cheek she passed in
The country is peculiarly anxious at
the bank-book. The paying-teller, Mr.
llarner, eyed the check, then the young this time concerning its future. Reflectlady, and considering that so large ail ing people, those who have studied the
amount of money was to be drawn by a
history of mankiud and of the nations of
young lady when her father might just as the earth that have
arisen, flourished aud
well have come to the bank himself, inasmuch that he was seen on Penn street fallen, are asking themselves whether this
almost every day, he became somewhat government of ours has not already culsuspicious, and requested the attention minated and taken imperceptibly but sureof Mr. Bushong. He came from his
ly the downward path. They ask whether

■

..i

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

Young Lady Forger.

private office,

of

THURSDAY, JULY 3, 1873.

[From the Reading, Pa„ Gazette.J
On Tuesday of last week a young

young lady as the daughter of the person
in whose name the check was drawn,
special Despatch to Argus,
directed the money to be paid. This was
i.uui- H Wagner, convicted at the late done, and out came
every cent of the old
u ..I the
Supreme Court ot the murder gentleman's bank balance with the excep\nethe Christenson at Smutty Nose tion of some sixty dollars.
The young
I lain!, made bis
escape, with two others. lady look the money, went up to the desk
• r.nn
jail last night.
very coolly, rolled the bills up very careWagner’s cell is on the second floor of fully, placed them in her portemonnaie,
;,:e
prison, an<l he made bis escape by and very innocently stepped out of the
• 'p*
through tlie scuttle from the third bank.
door ot the prison to the attic; from
On leaving home in the morning she
!i• 11ee
up through the ventilator to the had told her parents that she expected to
'""l
1’rtnn thence to the bouse and down
spend the day with a lriend down town,
!>«• ivvlight to the attic, and thence down and
they consented, knowing that she
!!*f- flail and out of the front door of tlie would meet a
young gentleman who had
tilor’s bouse.
been paying her attention. This person,
hi
titfciiii
>i
l:i«
<*uin
-.vii
was a handsome young foreigner, a com|ji muuei >
who escaped with him are William Meparative stranger, good-looking, genteelly
1
arty and Charles Harrington, who were dressed, and not over twenty-four years
’"'iind over ami committed tor
breaking of age. Tuesday night came and passed,
and entering tin* store of Charles L. and on
Wednesday the father discovered
I >i ■ sscr at ivcnnclmnk.
that his bank-book had been mislaid.
No clue lias yet been ascertained of
Searching thoroughly, it was not to be

Escape

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

mails after this date. Even the venerable
Uncle Sam pays himselt for carrying his
own documents in his own mails.

The arrival at

Searsport

of a new three

masted schooner built in South Carolina,
is a reversal of the old order of things.
But we have no belief that it indicates a
change, immediate or remote, in the laws
of trade or manufacture. The southern
States, from the unavoidable laws ot
climate and production, can never become

shipbuilding communities,

to com-

pete with

those of the north.
They produce excellent woods, hut the heat of the
climate warps and checks them in working, at the same that it renders the workman incapable of continued hard labor.
The government, with all its live oak reserves in the south, has always brought

the wood north to be made into ships.

any one’s while to learn.

—After all the big fuss about Victoria
Woodhull’s newspaper the jury acquitted
her on the charge of circulating obscene
matter, and Vic. is victorious.
—The Rockland Gazette, in glorifying
the radical party says. “Nor have its
members winked at corruption, either in
But corruption has
or out of Congress.”
winked hard at a good many ot them,
and they have responded by holding out
itching palms to bo tickled by the votive
greenback. This is as evident as that
Grant’s approval breathed the breath ot
life into the salary steal, and made his
party responsible for it.

know
kiend
Me my name is-22
have ben married to monthes & I hante had
Mv Honey Moon yet. this is the first time I
ever was in jail or errested.
If you will l'on
stder my ease & let me ot on a fine I will return
to My darling Wife.”
it

yon tie So

as

to enipose a tine on
years of age, and I

The Bangor
the
time, live
to
Commercial, alluding
weeks ago, when potatoes were very low
The Potato

in

Market.

price, says—

At that time we talked the matter over with
Mr. Morrow, one of the largest potato dealers
the Penobscot river. He gave it as his best
judgment that the article would yet command a
good price before haying. Acting upon Ins
judgment, we in a short, paragraph advised our
readers u»t to lie in baste about sacrificing their
potatoes, but to await the development of
Time lias proved I hat Mr. Morrow
events.
On Friday
was quite right in his judgment.
potatoes sold in this city as high as $1.40 a
bushel.
on

Appealed With

each in jail.

**100

bonds.

>hn T. Gordon, charged with tin* murder ot
his brother and family, was brought before
Judge Johnson, at the Supreme Point Room
d

Thursday

F. K. Boyle. K-q.,
forenoon.
as counsel for tin* prisoner,
advised him to waive examination, whieh he
did, and was recommitted to jail. The proceed*
on

though

ings

not

aetiug

very brief, mueh to the disappointof a crowd from other town*, many ot
whom did not tiiul out even that the arraignment was going on. Sherill Norton says that
were

ment

Gordon is thus far a very quiet prisoner,giving
He complains ot rheu
no trouble whatever.
malic lameness in his legs, which In* thinks is
owing to the coolness and contineinent of the

jail. He has darkly hinted at suicide once or
twice, saying that he has nothing to live for,
and will not trouble people much longer.

Person* wishing to stock their libraries will
find an excellent opportunity at Woodcock’s,

Maine Telegraph Company.
Bangor, Juue 25. The stockholders ol
the Maine Telegraph Company, at theii
meeting annual meeting holden iu this
city to-day.
Railroad

''.^advertisement.

Raii.roap Mkktini;. The annual
•I the Belfast :md Moosehead Lake
To. took place in this city on Wednesday, the
President, (’. B. Hazeltine, Esq., presiding.
The old board ot Directors was
re-elected, viz :

elected the following named gentlemen
as directors for the
ensuing year: 11. O.
Alden, W. H. Simpson, Belfast; A. W.
Paine, J. A. Smith, Albert Holton, Wm.
B. Hazeltine, Daniel Faunee,W. M.
Woods, Gallupe, Bangor; Bion Bradbury, YV. P.
lo Hersey, ,1. (.. Dickerson, lolm
:
W. White Merrill, Portland; E. F. Littlefield, YVinW iHiani Mc(Ji!veiy, Josiah
At a subsequent meeting of the
Mitchell, Edward terport
i hi'S" n.
TheJPresidcnt submitted the follow- directors H. O Alden was elected President. and W. P. Merrill Secretary and
ing repot t
Treasurer of the board for the ensuing
tlK ■stocUioMi’rsof the Belfast and Moos,-year.
c :i*. I
ike Railroad. Town and individual stock
tib'tTiptions dm* our corporation, amounting
“ the
aggregate to about $90,000 still remain
The New Cable,
un'•t-iiled*
1 be Brooks case
only has been
reached in court: this has been decided in our
He art’s Content, N. F., June 27. The
favor.
Great Eastern, having paid out all the
I’hc promised financial plan making a fixed
market place fin* our preferred stock and bonds deep sea cable up to within eighty miles
of Heart’s Content, at nine o’clock this
has been ne<essaril) delayed.
We would refer you to the simple statement
morning, cut and buoyed. A heavy YVSYYr
;
*ur treasurer, showing a
gradual absorption wind was blowing, which made it impruthe
.corporate debt. The result has been ac- dent to
pass the Hibernia for splicing to
omplished by judicious compromises, and adthe shore end. It will be spliced and run
ini' funds when necessary for the interests
the company.
in as soon as the weather moderates.
i n
Maine (.Mitral Railroad, aw ike to the The Great Eastern arrived here at S
"bug freight tratlii ot our road, promise us o’clock this
evening, having left the con(•
isc»l facilities tor
transportation, ami a hay
the buoy. She lies with
—!*t taritl to aceonnnoilate our
necessities. voys standing by
Altogether t lie tutuiv out look upon our enter- her broadside toward the village, presenti/e is
encouraging.
ing with her hundreds of lights a splendid
<
B. Hazeltine, Pres't,
appearance.
■

—

■

for the directors.
1 he treasurer's report,
showing the financial
•funding t the company. i> as follows—
Bedfast M
sc l.ak■•Railroad Co. iu account
with
A. Eauuce, Irena.,
1573, June 30.
Hy amount received tor one year
lentil of road,
836,000 00.
Amount received for stock,
8Uofj 'j;.
Received interest on ( lluton Gore
bond,
45 oo.

,150 27.

$:j:
I'M hA,
I

aid A

1'itiiuee balance

■,»

oil

former
$1685 05.

•iet.tlrm.-ul,
1 ‘aid
-undry persons Hiuouut

ol

claims,
<ii*eouul ou same,
1 iid notes t<» sundry
persona,
<•?- di.-count ou same
1
Amount
accepted orders paid
to sundry persons,
locum.I mi same
1‘ iid for laud claims,
aid Interest on Huudry notes,
J’aid Coupons on first
Mortgage
---

Bonds,

Caid
1

lor

36711, $773133.

5236 88.
6*6929.

$456759.

8110 91.
145681. $6654 10,
1846 50.
4041 5u.

$lo,400 62.
193 85.
.’973. $3715027
K June 30, 1873.
A s A* r A LrN C K. r read.,
B. & M. 1
K. K. Co.

expenses,
li in.1.
I'Tl led I-

e on

11

44.

8098

*■**

KE.8OI Ki ts.

dui

on private
t r oiu to \vn

subscription,

nutou (iorc

$32,900
311,000

l

uity,
Thorndike
Brooks,

00
ou

10,000 00
22,948 33
50o 00

Bond,

$96,848 33
I.IABH.I
Or (Jut-

Interest

City ol Belfast.

on

$ 101,900 00.

same,

10,10000.

A ou. due to sundry
jii acct. notes,

accepted orders out
-funding,

iv

1 <>1

Hi

L)r. Urann will be at Stockton,
lim-day, Friday and Saturday,

1 »\.

li'M.

l

I'.'th, Uth and l‘>th.

>

1 11. new three masted schooner
P.u -L, < tpi. Stephen Woodhurv,

kak.spok

Hattie M. <
0
ived Irom Ruck-ville, S. c., on the ‘Jfith.
he is a tiu- vessel of 300 tons, built at Bnckstile by Hon. William M< Hilverv.
Fht new bath Herbert Black was launched
n
the .'4th irom the yard of Hon. William Me*»ilverv.
is a line vessel of 030 tons, and
ii be commanded by ( apt. Forest Treat.
apt. lo-dina B. Nichols of this place will
uiiuaiu'l
the
now
bark, The Waklield,

ntly launched

Newbury port.
UN were visited on Salurdav by a tine shower
th heavy thunder and lightning. The
chimney
M. (>. Barney’s house was
struck, tearing
tin thimble out of a stove
pipe hole, and tear■

at

and blackening fin- paper. It passed into
kitchen where Mr-. Barncv was at work,
altering tlic lire and :edie-, and passed out of
the window.

me

the

is

(-ation nt

reported that iiuportant modilifreight tariff will be at once

made

the Eastern and Maine Central

l!

on

Railroad.
1 lie Ere -ident lias issued his
pro< laniagiving ollicial notice of the completem <d the conditions of the
-l)

fishery treaty

with

England
I he

-Buck
;ivai at

and that it is now in force.

new

for

ot

the steamer

Jess hours ol

Bangor Tuesday,

work

Katahdin
on

her

ar-

and were out of

Business at last, accounts.

d

Ehe wile ol ex-Governor Washburn,
this state, died
suddenly in Minnesota

Iasi

Monday.
1 be

police

of New York have orders

arrest all persons who sell crackers and
other fireworks, as well as those who
to

ignite and throw them in the
An

Impressive

of it.

more

This

King

of

Kings

in con-

versation with the American Minister last
week, regretted that the distance and
want ot time prevented him from
visiting
the United States, a country he had heard
so much ot, and desired his
compliments
sent to President Grant.
Chm.ii Murder

at

Anson.

The item

published in this paper a few days since,
in regard to the child murder at Madison
Bridge, Somerset County, was incorrect
in several respects.
A correspondent informs us that Bertie Dorse, a lad of about
14, shot Alice Spear, a little girl of about

the same age.
It appears to have been a
case
ol wiltul and deliberate murder.
Y oung Dorse took the gun that the little
girl’s brother had loaded for crows, put it

told

:3

streets.

Scene.

A New \ mi: letter writer thus describes
'he scene of reading the letters of Walworth, the deceased, in Court:
In the course of the day
[Friday] it

became clear that Mr. O’Conor
proposed
his ease ol the defence on
insanity;
and, in order to do this, it was
necessary
bn him to show what
provocations,threats
and violence on the father’s
part to the
mother had driven the
young man to
what he claims was
frenzy. More than
this
Mr. O’Conor aimed to show,
by
the father’s letters, that Mansfield Walworth was himself insane, and that the
sou had
evidently inherited it. After an
obstinate struggle he succeeded in
getting
'he letters, addressed by Walworth to his
bis wife during the
past two years,
admitted in evidence, and the" dramatic interest of the day culminated
when O’Conor rose, with the
original epistles in his hand, to read them to the
jury.
Mrs. Walworth, who was sitting, as
near
the
always,
Judge on the left hand,
eemed visibly to shrink from the ordeal
i
listening again to these horrible ravings
and denunciations; the prisoner
pressed
bi- hands to his forehead, and for the tirst
tune
during the day manifested some
indication ol teeling; even the judge and
inry seemed to anticipate an event desliued to sorely try their nerves.
Every
one
in the room seemed to hold his
breath
the tipstaves stood still, and
forgot to resist the encroachments ot
the crowd the only cool
person in Court
seemed Mr O’Conor, whose task was

to rest

It is not probable that any immediate
investigation will take place by the Plymouth church into the Bowen Breecher
scandal, as the greater part of the officers
of the church have left town tor the summer.

There

living

are now

of the

neighbor’s children, who were
gathered about the premises, to stand out
of the way, as lie was
going to shoot.
the

Alice, lie tired, and the little girl dropped
dead, without a groan or cry. Twenty
shot entered her right side and some
entered her neck. Young Dorse is spoken
of as a boy ot most violent
temper. He
has before threatened to take the lives ot
his playmates, and has been known to
draw a knite upon a child of about his
own age.
[Kennebec Journal.
The death of Kev. Josiah Peabody, ot
North Stamford, Conn., was caused by
the weight of misfortune and
disgrace
which had rapidly accumulated about him
tor the past few months.
The pastor was
nearly seventy years old, a native of
Topsfield, Mass., and for fifteen years a
missionary in Turkey. His character was
above reproach, but his Society determined that a younger man would be more
to their liking and a committee informed
him of that decision. The minister’s two
daughters were teaching school in Long
Island, while his son, a studious, reserved
lad ol sixteen, remained at home with his
parents. In the morning ol May 19th a
tire bloke out in the Congregational
Church and the structure was soon in
ruins. The lad was arrested as being the
incendiary, but as all the evidence that,
could be adduced was circumstantial he
was released in bonds of $1100, but cited
to appear before the
Superior Court. To
the mental torture of this affliction was
soon added another.
The church which
had given Mr. Peabody a call rescinded
its action owing to the developments of
the trial, and under this stroke the old
man gave up his life.
After his funeral,
his son became very much excited.
Arming himself with a rake he entered the
house of a deacon ot the church, broke in
the windows, began to smash the property
it contained and even made an attack
He appeared to labor
upon the owner.
under the hallucination that the church
members had been the cause of his father’s
death, and vowed vengeance against
them accordingly. He was soon secured,
and exhibited so many evidences of insanity that it was thought best to make
application tor his admission totlie asylum
at Middletown, and he will soon be taken
there.

A
Francisco, Cal., June 30.
from Virginia city this morning
states that last night a quantity ot giant
powder stored in Root’s building in the
rear of the Bank of California,
exploded
with terrific effect.
Both buildings are
complete wrecks. Ten or twelve persons
were killed, including General Von Bokkalen, Charles Knox, William Lowe, and
Beuj. Mandel.
is in circulation asking the
City Government to prohibit the use of
India crackers and other fireworks at the
approaching Fourth of July celebration.
The late calamitous tires which have
afflicted the country, call for the utmost
\ igilance and care on the
part of citizens
as well as officials, and we trust that the

public generally will give the subject the
attention its importance demands.
We

copy from the Revised Statutes the law
the subject:

ground”

lyucunig 01 jceios nenren, me
murderer of Dr. Halstead, at Salem, lnd.,
which has been briefly announced, was
another instance of the altogether too
common practice in that part of the country, of despising and overriding the regularly appointed means of meting out
justice. The Sheriff resided in the jail
and refused under any intimidation to give
up the keys, when he was seized and the
building broken into with asledge hammer.
With a toot-ladder a portion of the mob
then made their way to the upper
story,
where Hetfren wns confined, and after a

few strokes with the hammer the vigilants
and their victim stood face to face. The
mode of attacking the man was in keeping with the cowardly character of the
whole proceeding. Not one dared to enter
the cell which the prisoner guarded in the
darkness, and cotton balls saturated with
petroleum were thrown at him and held
up so that his persecutors could, see where
to lire.
Some twenty shots were discharged, one of them breaking his arm
and another entering his breast. A rock
struck him on the head and knocked him
down, and before he could recover he was
seized and bound. He was then taken to
a covered railroad
bridge about thirty feet
high, close at hand, and refusing his request for time to pray the mob put one
end of a rope about his neck, the other
over a rafter and pushed him off. As soon
to lie tar trom an
agreeable or easy one. ] as he was dead they gathered up every<
ommeneing in a clear, strong, deliber- thing that could give clues to their identity
and departed.
ate voice, he read sentence after sentence
J the poor, miserable, and. I doubt
not,
horoughly crazed man, who was so sudA St. Johns, N. F., special says:
The
denly deprived of life, full of hatred, not United States man of war Juniata arrived
only ol his wile and eldest son, hut ot his here after a run of five days and
eighteen
dead father, ol his brothers and
sisters; hours from New York. She will take in
and as he proceeded, Mrs. Walworth was
an extra supply of coal and
provisions for
so overcome that
she was led from the the
Tigress, her bows will be sheathed
‘"orn. while the
prisoner, in a fainting with iron, and she will be otherwise fitted
state, begged for a glass of water.
The for a cruise to Disco, the ice
being still
si ene was an
impressive one. The letters thick. It is thought she will be ready in
seemed voices trom the dead,
replete now a few days and will probably proceed to
by a more than ghostly horror, while the
Upper Natick, circumstances permitting.
stiiekeu inotliei
and blood-stained son
A steam launch specially fitted for the
vere
forced again to suffer the tortures occasion is
ready in which the preliminary
which had brought to pass a deed dark
will be made should no intelexploration
even in the annals of crime, and never to
ligence of the Polaris party be received.
be recalled.”
News is expected of Buddington at
Cape York. It is generally believed that
the Polaris and crew are
safe, locked up
Hanging of the Westfield Murderer.
in the ice all winter.
The ice is now
breaking up. The Juniata will await the
Springfield, June J7.
Tigress at Disco. All well on board.
Albert H. Smith was executed in this
to eleven this morning,
lor the murder ol Charles I). Sackett at
Westfield, on the Wth of last November.
Private religious services were held in
the residence of Ihe Sheriff about 10 a. m.,
tt which Smith offered an earnest
prayer
in his own behalf.
Subsequently the
usual religious ceremonies look
in
at

a

quarter

A

Quebec despatch says that

•losli Billings says: “Fuss works hard all
day, and don’t do enny thing; goes to bed tired
at night, then gets up next morning and
begins
where she left oph.”
Dr. Earle’9 Testimonial.
Mr. -lames i. Fellows, Manufacturing Chem:
For
several months past I have used
i-i.sii
your Compound Syrup in the treatment ot incipient phthisis, chronic bronchitis, and other
a Auctions oi the chest, and I have no
hesitation
in slating that it ranks foremost
amongst the
remedies usep in those deseases. Being au excellent nervous tonic, it exerts a direct influence on the nervous
system, and through it it
invigorates the body.
11 affords me pleasure to recommend a remedy which is really good in eases for which it is
intended, when so many advertised are worse
than useless.
1 am, sir, yours truly, Z. S. Earle, Jr.. M. 1).
St. John, N. B., Jail. 1S6S.
In pocket picking, as in almost every
thing
a
man never succeeds until he eits his

else,

m.

Died Suddenly of Heart Disease.
How common is the announcement. Tbuutnds arc suddenly swepi into
eternity by tills
iatal malady. ’This disease generally has its
in
origin
impure blood, tilled with irritating,
poisonous materials, which, circulating through
the heart, irritates its delicate tissues.
Though
the irritation may at first lie slight,
producing a
little palpitation or irregular action, yet
by and
hv tlie disease becomes firmly seated, and inflammation, or hypertrophy, or thickening of
the lining membrane, or of the valves, is
produced. How wise to give early attention to a
case oi
this kind.
Unnatural throbbing or
pain m the region of Hie heart should admonish
one that all is not right, and if
you would preserve ii from further disease,
you must help it
io beat rightly by the use ot such a
remedy as
shall remove the cause of the trouble. Use’Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery before the
disease lias become too seated, and it will,
by
its great blood purifying and wonderful regulating properties, effect a perfect cure. In contains medicinal properties which act specifically upon the tissues of the heart, bringing about
a healthy action.
Sold bv all first-class Druggists.
68fi
It is useless for physicians to argue against
short-sleeved dresses. The Constitution of the
United Stated says that *• the right to Imre arms
shall not be interlered with.”

Centaur Liniment.
no

pain which the Centaur I.iiiiiiient

will not relieve,
and

no

no

swelling it will

subdue,

lameness which it will not cure.

is strong language, hut it

parts

not

are

not

is

true.

gone, its effects

It lias produced

cures

more

are

This

Where the
marvelous.

caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

ear-

ache,4c.,upou the human frame, and of strains,
spavin, galls, 4c., upon animals in otic year
than have all other pretended remedies since
the world began.

It is

counter-irritant,

a

all-healing pain reliever.

Cripples throw away

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

it is no

are

humbug.

The

recipe is published around each bottle.

It is

selling

as

no

a scar,

article

ever

before sold, and it sells

because it does just what iL preteuds to do.
Those who uow suffer from rheumatism,pain or

swelling deserve

to

Centaur Liniment.

suffer if they will not

use

More than 1000 certificates

of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors,4c.,
have been received.

Wc will send

a

circular

containing certificates, the recipe, 4c., gratis,
any

one

requesting it.

to

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth one hun-

and mules,

or

or

sweenied horses

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No family should tie without Centaur Liniment.
J. B. Rose 4 Co., New York.

DAVIS’

een

HAS

Castoria is more than a substitute for CasOil. It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

Wanted,

farmer in every town as agent
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
write to Collins 4 Co., 212 Water streets, New
York.
ffm
a

a

number

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

If uoileii Ware, &c.

Rockland, .July 1st, Is?;;.—

y

WHY IS THIS SO I
Its Merits are
If you

i*

n

FEVER AND AGUE

Court of the United State*
lor the District ol Maine.

/
y

1,1

|\

Invalid,

*

agents lor AMERICAN POWDER CO.
Roekland,July l-'t, 1-7 ’., 6m52

is

general debility, languor, and

aversion to motion ;

Feel

Myself

a

New Man!

Natick, Mass. .June 1st,

1872.
Mr. H. B. Stevens
Dear Sir—Through the advice and earnest
persuasion ot Rev. E. S. Best, of this place. 1 have been
taking Vegetine for Dyspepsia, ot which 1 have
sutfered for years. I have used only two bottles,
and already leel myself a new man
DR. .1. \V. CARTER.
Respectfully,

A Source of Great

Anxiety!

What 1 Know About Vegetine

ei

t
A nd

HAVE several second hand Mower-. taken

Low l*i

Ki- MKi

■now

or sui-

r

RAM ME

:

1st. National Salute of vr guns at Sunrise accomp mied by the ringing ol the ci v bells lor half an

hour.

display ol f autastics n nnberiug over zuo
representing ludii rous ai d grotesque char
and ‘‘take offs.”
“hit'”
acter.s,
This display will
commence at 7 1-** o’clock in the
morning and con-nd.
persons

;

j

A

tinue an hour and a half.
'.d.
Procession of tin- day forming at 10 o’clock
under the command ot Chief Marshal Major W. It
Fogler, as follow
Aid.
Marshal.
Aid.
Belfast Cornet Band.
Belfast < ity Guards.
Committee ot Arrangements.
Aid.
Orator.
Aid.
City Government.
Vinalhaven Band.
E. I*. Walker Engine Co.,ot Vinalhaven.
Pyramidal Car containing tne Goddess ot Liberty
and 3. young ladn s representing the States ol the

CONSTANTLY

ON
HAND
ASSO It l'M INI OF

! \

hrst tune to

buy them

in

A

Alt K i.K

B E L P" A. S T !
There
rlouvinV-

other Gloves known as
What we offer in the genuine

yrc

XXTE.

(I

JOWIXT

Boston,

Icir.i.—

WELLS.

F.

SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST.

We also have

Band.

Engine Co. No. .{.

Band.
Cen. Berry Engine Co. Rockland.
Belfast Cadets in Boat.
Hydrant Engine Co. No.
Bangor Cornet Band.
Wa-diingt. n Engine Co. No. 5,
Public Schools,
Citizens.
&c.
I ho procession will form in Custom House
Square,
start at tin* tiring of the signal gun, and move over
the following route
Down Church st. to the loot
ol the Square; up High st. to
Pritnrosejllill; down
Church to Custom House square; up Main to Con
gn; over Congress to Grove; down Grove to
Cedar; up Cedar to Spring; down Spring to the
( onimon.
»th. At li ]-,* A. M., or as soon as the
procession
halt-', ceremonies will take place on the common, as
follows—
lHt.— Music by the Bands—“America.”
nd. -Prayer by Rev. D. N. Itter.
ut
Reading the Declaration of Independence by
Rev. H S. Bacon.
-1th.—Music by Bands “Star Spangled Banner.”
f.th Address by Hon. A. G. Jewett.
tith—Benediction by Rev. W. L. Brown.
;th Music. Voluntary by the Bauds.

MORISON’S store will

above (tloves

wc are

selling

at

sonable prices.

Kveiy

i
to lilt' CHi.-rl
.1
H, 11: -1 Mid vicinity
ihat he ha-opened
I<ri ill 1». partnirnt m
..mire
ion with his wholesale
when- hr will keep nn
laaortment <-f Frrnrh and L)i.mr-iir » .mieetion
>
manufactured at hi- pi..,
liom tin l,
or.»nu
luted up-11
■

'-

OF

ARRI VAL

DRY

NEW

STOKE!

NEW

GOODS!

AN D

FANCY GOODS

Just opened ,i
ltrookmm-iii,I AN(iiOOLLS :ii -o :i good stock of

.ih. Noon. Friendly trial of Fire
Engines. Saline of 13 guns. Ringing ol Bells.
"Ih.
P. M. Dinner. Collation at Pierce’s Hall
for invited guests.
Hh.
Sunset. Salute of 37 guns and ringing of
bells.
mIi. At dusk a magnificent
display ol Fireworks
will open at the Base ball Grounds at south end of
Ceder St. and continue an hour and a halt.
It will
include 13 large pieces selected lor the occasion, besides mi moron-' miscellaneous
pieces.
••tii. Grand Civic and Military Ball in the
evening
at Hayford Hall with lull band ot music.

Arrangements have been made lor half fare on the
Bostou and the Portland Steamers, and lor
special
trains from East and West at reduced rates. The
San lord steamer is due herefrom Bostou and West at
n o’clock A.
M., and the City of Richmond will leave
Bangor at 7* A. M., on the 4th, oue hour earlier than
u-ual, so as to arrive here at 8 A. M., returning the
next morning.
A special train will leave
Skowhegan at 5 A. M.f
by way of Waterville, arriving here at 8.45. One
from Dexter making junction with the
Skowhegan
train at Burnham. Return at 6.15 P. M.
During the afternoon a grand trial of speed will
take place on the Trotting Park, just out ol the
city
where purses
amounting to $325 will be contested

for. Other sports will also be ottered and music will
be present.
Per Order,
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.

work

neatly

Edgers

■

/• .1 •-/-

of All Kinds.

IMPROVED

DERRICKS, HOISTING GF.AR,
JACKS, &C., &C.

Making and Designing.

WMR. ALFRED PATTERSON is iu the charge
ol the PATTERN SHOP, and his reputation is a
sufficient guaranty that all pattern work will be
first quality.

Aud a supply ol choice woods kept on hand. Anything in this line gotten up in first class style and
excellence.

PALL) FOR

OLD METALS!
Belfast, June, 1873.—tI50

|/ /

L. DODGE.

good in assortment nt WOO LIgrades, usually found in
m3

\

dnoh-:

ot

Also Trimmings t > e..r*
n
wh;.
;
t.eing
manufactured to order h. in
,;iuee at
m
low prices as the times will atlord.
( LTTi.NO attended to mi iii
m an, >u
hy u.
self. 1 haw also a lint- t--i>i t m. ni

DRESS GOODS,

33 cents per

only

FURNISHING GOODS

yard

of all kinds. I’AI’lili CdM.Ai;
or d boxe- for 'i‘. cents, in all
better grades of Collars.
till

DRESS CAMBRICS,the latest
styles selling very cheap.
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SHAWLS

just, arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices,
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PARASOLS, a. large
uient just received,

r

■ —**»

^

DENTISTRY!
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.
Nnccoior

to

VIr. (

*^a»v sGll
I)r.

Moore,

tumid

MOO Si IT
ut

conn

the old stand
of < huroh and

If Spring streets.
51.;* ill the latest
improved instrument'* tor operatin ', upon teeth, in

eluding
MORRISON S DENTAL ENGINE !

qualities of HOSE
at prices that cannot be
the closest competition,
All

on

hand

met

by

by which the process is ;endc;cd much less painful
and tedious tfian by the old method*. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rate, as pi rsnn* prefer.
He has the county right lor the use of

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
tention
Particular
artificial teeth.

given to making anil inserting
ttP

---

LADIES!

TOILET ftUILTS,
LINEN TOWELS,

NAPKINS

AND

TABLE DAMASKS
On exhibition, at prices that will

please each

and every one.

Give

Us

Oa'll !

a

The Highest Market Price
W, W. CASTLE, President & Manager,
C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.

I

>

Arlington

Furniture Built to Order,

ISAAC

|

Call and S<»e>

Another Fresh Stock of DRESS
and Low
Prices.

GOODS, New Shades

& Jointers Made,

Quarry Work.

Pattern

/

s.

WROUGHT

IMPROVED
PATENT
PUMPS, IMPROVED
PORTABLE CARGO AND HITT WINCHES
GIPSEY WINCHES, WINDLASS PURCHASES;
CHOCKS, HATCH PLATES CORNERS, &C-

LIFTING

/1 /

<,

Hrooka, Maytit

and

WITH MILL WORK ol EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Pullies, Shafting, Gearing, &c.

Ship Work

aid

FAMILY GROCERIES

HOSIERY, 100 dozen more
Iron, Brass and Composition of these goods received, selling at
Casting,
17e, former price 25c.

Stave

i«K\

-i

\viii mi connect ion tin 1’ii.pi ieti
heg leave to mi
toi in his tenner patron u:
I
.v,
go
n,-rails
ihai In- ha- m-t returned M.-in l:..-ton and hilarge toi l- ..I vest- m hand.

of All Kinds

AND

riCKNFA

illliOUUCOS

S Pi

This well known establishment having enlarged
and improved its works, is now prepaied to till
orders in its line in a superior manner.

GALVANIZING OF (’AST
IRON done with despatch.

I

;.

rea-

tf-}'i

Pair Warranted.

FRESH

General Foundry dc Machinists

Repairing

I

IN

_

and

and

Ik.,

A full line of GRENADINES
in the best, styles.

FOUNDRY CO.

Built and Repaired,
expeditiously done.

CUSTOM llol'Si: SOUABI
Under Journal MVic-.

4

re

4wf»o,

Engines

SlIOK-i,

i'W<> BITTONS

MANNER,

BELFAST

Steam

&STICKXKY dealers in B.ioi

AT F.>

THOMPSONS BEST KIDS

Band.

skowhegan Light Infantry.

fL >| J

)

H

lull line of

a

Papering

Brooks Band.

Crosby Guards ol Hampden,
Representation ot the business of the City ol Belfast.

til*

bargains
hope

B. B. WENTWORTH.
o,

:*»rtl. i, and »uii
vpp.v to

-trier attention to business to merit a liberal -lnr.
of vour patror..!go.
Kent's call hoot.-, -.wed or pegg. .1, made io order
on short notice.
Bepairiug neatly and promptly done.

JAPANESE SILKS in great
Old Furniture Repaired & Painted variety
selling at 20 per cent, less
♦^“Orders lelt it mv shop near the 8HOE FAC- than last year

Belfast. May

.:ii.:

a

GRAINING,

TORY or :it CARLE i
celve prompt attentiion.

mate

nr.

-.

wears a

WOKMMAN 1.1 KK

or

Hi p.iiKRs, MOt k it I'M\m.v..-. respect!uII>
announc. to flie citizens d Belfast md
vicinity that
'hey are now prepared to giv. .s good
in
the above
can be had in tin* city, and
bv

For whieli we are the

FULlJ

Large or small, bleached or unbleached, striped or
plain, English or Yank* e, from s cts. to
cts. per
pair; also a splendid line ot Bustles, Skirts, Bracelets, White Gloves and all kinds of Fyncy Goods
Yours Respectfully,
&e., &c.

DONK IN

]i.

<.

Mew Firm.

stocking:

&

II i

■

H O SIERY!
dust received from my own selection in
nice assortment of

that

l:

v
-0:1. Satin, Whit and Br uvn, idling ver low
I. t
I’HOMPSOXhS Fureiture, Crockery Ware
end Boom Paper '-'tore Cor. M tin and High StreetBella-1, Me.

bmosdJ

one

—1<

..

1 r>,0(

HET4II..

Belfast, Feb. lu, is?:;.

Glazing

R.

glove wltiidt
many Americans
hring home from Paris. ill who have
had them will lie glad to lie aide, tor the

No. <iO M.iin .-sti-eet.
j

hi

It is the

&.C.

O It

ri-

THOM AS 1*. LOO AIV.

Me.

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agrieult ural Implements,
HOLEN.4LE

Wim

r

PLUMMER.

Belfast, June 4.

flic

Union.

Waterville

by the Subdcnb.!, at Wt

iV bb-tor trotting

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO

44’

MAIXK.

GIG FOR SALE.

have the pleasure of offering to their
trade the genuine

manufactories, at prices that
I KED ATWOOD,

IRON & STEEL!

4T

Me4"

o'

B Ra DLEY'S

f

IN ONF, AND

Wiuterport

IvELl*

all cl

tint)

i« h-,.

HORSE HAY RAKES!

for every

TIMIE fiti/ous ol Belfast propose to
the
A
coining Anniversary of cur Nation’s Independence m an appropriate inarm
and cordially invite the people ol this sectior of the Slate
unite
with them in tin- ceremonies of the day.
The following is the

><

rating vesselKOohPOK!

MISS JACKsON has
charge ot the Ureaa making
Department and MISS DAGUKT f the Milllri rv

in

BELFAST! HOUSE
PAINTING!
celebrate

RR<

!

.

exchange for the the MEADOW ivIN«.. ,mong
may lie found the WOOD, BUCKEYE',
UNION, and other Mowers that are well known.’
ot
these Mowers are Litter Won
Many
W'ili be

B.

C U L L N A N

dejection of the spirits, disturbed sleep, and fright

F O R-

advertising

C. CATKs,
Belfast. May

hosiery:

!

Painting

DYSPEPSIA.

Sunday
Cross St.

o

i

Glazing done in the

SYMPTOMS—Want ol appetite, rising ol loud
and wind from the stomach, acidity of tin* stomach,
heartburn, dryness and whiteness ol tiie tongue in
the morning, sense of distension in the stomach and
bowels, sometimes rumbling and pain; costiveness,
which is occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; paleness of the urine.
The mouth is clammy, or has a
sour or bitter taste.
Other frequent symptoms are
waterbrash, palpitation of the heart, headache, and
disorders of the senses, as seeing double, &c. There

usual

whieli

-old at F.\

IX

GRAFFAM,_
Marine Surveyor

&e.

AO.

s

4th OF JULY

PAINTING!

South Berwick, Me., Jan. 1;, is:.-,
H. R. Stevens, F,sq.:
Dear Sir—1 have had Dyspepsia in its word torm
for the last ten years, and have taken hundreds ot
dollars worth of medicine without obtaining my
in September last 1 commenced taking
relief,
Vegetine,since which time my health has steadily
improved. My iood digests well, ami 1 have gained
til teen pounds of flesh. Then are several other- in
this place taking the Vegetine,anti ill have l.taim d
relief.
Yours truly,
THOMAS E. MOORE,
Overseer of the Card Room, Portsmouth Co.’- Mills.

as

RIGGS,

-tlai

A.NU j u:\lkr

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES'

Aqenl &

MILLINERY,

:

A *(«•<"I, IILicktinicli A 4|uarry
OnllitN. Wlii|» < liun iller>
Car*
•
Mtock.
FIwIiimiimmi'm LooiIn A
GrocerieN.

n on

At

BATCHELOR Prop., A. >.

Gained 15 Founds of Flesh.

'o.

r
I

Bread

A. F.

Belfast, dune

UK f:

OLIVER J.

DEALERS IN

by

A.

Brown

“s-

(d til th. prominent
cannot fail to suit.

DYE.

and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
Sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left on my
slate at Albert
Burgess’Store or at mv House
promptly attended to.
Un40sp

every afternoon.

1-1. H. GRIE & CO.

This splendd Hair Dye is the &«•.*»/ hi the world.
The only True; and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill elfects of bad dyes and washes. Produces I .m.m kdiATKLY a superb Bt. Yi'K on Na itkai, l‘.i:•»\\ n, ami
leaves the hair ci.kan, soft and hkai th
i,.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. .Sold by all

M.

two But

is not my icrte.
Huf thin
i will May—We have the Mtylep, mIbl the
good* and
wt know how to use ihem.
.Just step in ana w<
will show t,hi-

White Loaf Broad

the condition-1 of said Mortgage having been broken
D by reason thereof, hereby claim a foreclosure ot
said mortgage.
ARTHUR TREAT.
Dated till:
id day ot June, HNL

—

aud

Pilot. Ship
Cakes and Gingerbread.
a new feature I will bake

Bankruptcy.

«

manner

BAKERY!

he still continues to manuwholesale and retail t rackers,
and Soda Bread, Oyster (’nickers, Pies

•

p:tg<-conveyed f,» me the uutlorsigned a certain
I'H'''' *d real estate -ituate in Frankfort, bounded
h'dow
vi/:.
Beginning at the Northeasterly
i.'orin
<d the original Su-aunah ( lark lot on the
r,»ad hading by the lale dames
Emery’s place,
thence Northerly by said load to the 'Jonathan
Merrill lot, s. E. corner west side ot the
road, then
extending tin. Id tin whole width betweiu said
lark a in I .Merrill and Whitman lots until t comes
t" the Ea-d
ide ,»1 ! he l:d Tde lot.
Width of lot
to be forty *i\ rod and
twenty links, becompiled
s
tieime
'"g
conveyed to tin undersigned by Sarah
W 'Treat, and AndV w Treat, March 31, Hub. And

and death i- the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an xpectorant winch
does not contain any opium, norauyt liiug calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolve: the food,mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circula
tiou ot the blood. When the bowels an costive,
skin sallow and the patient is ot
bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr.
I. II.
SCHENCk it SUN, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., ami for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., ds Hanover treet,
Boston, and JOHN F. IIKNItl s College place.
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.
ly.tsp

Paperhanging, Graining

Trimmings, Fancy

Laces,
in

FRENCH,
ir

at

Al’customers that
facture and sell at

TITtll REAS, LS.AAt
CLARK, ol Frankfort,
Wald.. County, Maine, by hi▼ V
Mortgage deed,
ti tled the .;let day of March, A. D.
Hbb, and reconi, .1 oi the Waldo Registry ol Deeds, m Vol. Id,

and stomach clog, ami remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of Ins -itu
at ion, the lungs are a mass oi sor-.aml ulcerated,

best

-i',w48eow.

RIGGS wishes to inform his friends and

Foreclosure Notice.

lungs,liver

HOUSE

WFVe.

jl

.=

2d, 1873.

1

SOtlENCK’S PULMONK jSYRI P
SCIILNCK S SEAWEED l’ONlt
SCU EN Civ’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are tlie only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death *>l tin patient.
It lock-up
the liver, stops the circulation ol t in- blood, ln-n.or
in
tinaction <*!
follows,
and,
laci,
rhage
clogging
the very organs that caused the couch.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causetwo-thirds ol tin1 cases ot consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, Unbowels sometimes costive ami sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and it other times drowsy
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching ot wind.
These symptoms usually originate Irom a disordered
condition of the stomach or
torpid liver, person*
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and

CH AS.

Rpjf;i

4'

RIGGS’

OlS

CONSUMPTION SAN B£ GUH£0.

Iyl9sp

SEARSMONT.

Knowlton St Co., J. I.. Moody, Fred A.
nti
A front
♦

•SPar9monl,rJune

tin- matter ot EMEIM A.
CALDERWOOD,
Bankrupt again: < whom a Petition was filed in said
< ourt,
April yth, A. D. is?3.
i B11 J oI- MAIN E, SS
A
Warrant iu
Bankruptcy ha* been issued, by said Court,
against the Estate ot Emery A. Calderwood, of the
County of \Valdo, and State of Maine, in said District; he bus been duly adjudged Bankrupt
upou
P'idiun id hi
laditors; and the payment ot any
debt
and tin dclivei y of any property belonging to
-lid Bankrupt, to him or to hi* use, aud the transt- r ot any pioja rty by him, are forbidden
by law. A
nioi ung of tic(editors ot Said Bankrupt, to prove
tic it debt.-,, and choo -c one or more
Assignees ot
In- Estate, will be held at a (’curt of
Bankruptcy to
I**;oMcn at tlie Custom Uou*e in Belfast, m said
1 *' did, on the '•‘•tli day ol duly, A. D. is
ut Lb
° ''lo, k
A. M., bd-jj. < haile- IJam.in. Es,p ,,no of
1 ho R-'gi-toi in Bankrupt'
ol said Court.
S.
MARBLE,
Mar ini,
\lcugor, lv>r said District.

-<

Druggists.

CARDING !

A.

n.-.wlt

Corner of Miller & Con
tl
gross Sts.

Kang.-, Tin. Brittannia, Japanned
m*l Knameled Ware. Sheet read, Lead Pipe
■:nd Sheet /inc. Plumbing, Ous Fitting
and Fixture Pumps, Ac &e. Job
Work, Bepairing, &t\, Ac.
iO < iiurcli *»|..
t'-inMe

April gt.,

__

Di

per Bottle.

PARLOR,
Furnaces,

just returned front Boston with everything the
Ladies want in MILLINERY

Jlisplny

ID.
.M AMI A

Lloyds.

>

■

HAIR

Lemons!

I have appointed CAPTAIN D. S.
(itdODKl.L, ot Searsporf, Marine Inspector lor
American Lloyds from Bucksport to Rockland.
We
acknowledge no other person as Inspector lor
Society of American Lloyds in the above district
JOHN F H. KING,
t1>l
Surveyor Gen. Society American Lloyds.

A-r.iM
BOOK MANUFACTURERS AND
Booi\ BINDERS. Bangor, Me. Account Book* ol
♦'o-i
T criptiou ruled to
pattern, made to order,
iurn Mu
n
Magazines, Nr-,, &c., bound with neat
Be>- an,I dispatch.
Return freight paid.
*ir AH order: promptly attended to.
i.rn.VJ

Published as a warning and lor the henetit ol Youu.Men and others who -utter irom Nervous Debilit.,
LOSS Of MAN HO< >D, etc., supply me I In m. an- ol
self-cure.
Written I*, on who cured hint-ell alter
undergoing considerable -inackery, and sent ire.- <>»
a
receiving post-paid directed envelope.
Buflcrer- tre invited to iddn
tin author.
NA I HAM EL IMA \ FAIR.
Box i.v;, Brooklyn, N V.
tim49sp

BATCHELORS

t(C

American

WOOL

RESIDENCE:

aldnvkli.n' Book

<

A.

tons, Fringes,

BOOK SELLERS

of suffering.
Do not trifle with yours. Ives by testing untried
Be sure you cali tor and get the genuine
remedies.
PAIN-KILLER, as many worthless nostrums an
attempted to be sold on the great reputation
thi.*
valuable medicine.
4®*Directions aecuinpany each bottle.
Iw;..'

an

MXX.X.X XT Exes’!

FRENCH

D.,

Maine.

K

B.

AT

net

“I t U

J uit receiveil rind selling at Boston prices
C. 11. MITCHELI,.

Ryder, Boston;
do; IIenry, Carter, Portland J M

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
promptly attended to.y3?

Belfast,

GRAND OPENING

with one and

CASTLE, Pres’t.

Lemons!

Edith.

(Up Stairs.) Belfast, Me,

M

Physician *Surgeon

EMPORIUM!

Sack and Dress

Omen

i \l

ELMER SMALL. M.

LADIES’

LATEST FASHIONS!

I). BUGBEE & CO.

Di-d

V9"1Orders

Goods of ail kinds, Kid Gloves

Wanted!

WM. W.

<•■

Cure Cholera when all other Remedies Fail,
When used exteruallv, as a liniment, nothing
gives quicker ease in Hum-, Luts, Bruise Sprains,
Stings from Insects, and .'Scalds. Ii remove- the
lire,and the wound heals like ordinary -or*
I hos.
suffering yvitli iUlKI MA11SM, < ,t >C | or IN El
RALKiA, if not a positive cure, they tiud the Pain
Killer gives them relict when no other remedy will.
It gives instant relief from Aching Teeth.
E%-*r? Uouie-lieepei- oliould keep it
ai haitd, and apply it *>i. tin tir
attack .if any
Pain. It will give sal isfac lory relief, and cave hour’s

of

gooil work by

rillJREK or I- M'R first class workmen wanted
A
immediately Apply at Belfast Foundry Co.

i'oonibs, Bangor,

no reined.) held in gn-alei esteem.
Persons travelling should keep it by them. A lew
in
will preven' m-kne*.- or howel
water,
drops,
troubles from ehauge ot water.
From foreign countries tin eulLior 1‘ALN h 11.i,
ER are great. It is found to

The Confessions

Machinists

SAILED.
I'uie
...
fannie & Edith, Ryder, Ellsworth;
Wild Rot er, Prim e, < amden.
Jennie G Russ, Forbes,
Geo E Brainard,
( rocketi, Rockland.
A
P Emerson, new Emerson,
Charleston,
S'
Forest oueen, Warren, Boston; Jachin, Kane,
N-u t ork; J .M Morales, EMirdge, Brunswick,
Ga,
I \. line, Bagley, New York, brig Dauntless,

sections ot the country where

\«. Ift Main

B. F. WELLS

No. 56 Main St.

1

are

&c.

Yours Respectfully,

Bellast, May .‘7111, l-‘ t.—tH7

BRI.I tNT.

Sells Fannie &

Peachy

find

cun

at once !o

J. L. SLEEPER,

11

Unsurpassed.

Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1

:*0 It) loo \ EST MAKERS

Morales, Eldridge, Bucksport.
-L
Wild Rover, Prince, Portland.
Eveline Bagiev, Orland
'•eh Mead, Patterson, Boston
,\ dhun Clitiord. Coomb**, O rli nd ; Ca
-tellane,
Clark, Bangor.
I illian, Ryan, Boston.

what it

suffering from Internal Pain, Twenty
to Thirty Drops in a Little Water will almost in
stantly cure you. There is nothing to equal it for
Colli. Cramp*. Mpamn*, llearf•l»uru
Diarrhea Dyiteiitery. i'lux H mil
I

:.

PINS, &c.,

Have

.to him will receive
tHo

Job I'ki vs

Our real hair switches arc
imported aud of the
very host ijualiiy and at the lowest price*.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

applying

AKRt \ ED.
dune
C un

It is because 1>AVIS' PAIN-KILLER
claims to be a Reliever ot Pain.

MAKERS!

E8T

entrusted

A I >VERTISEH

FANCY HAIR

Mrs, E. B. JOHNSON 8 Miss JACKSON

NKWS.

POUT OF

butumss

prompt attention.

CURLS, BRUSHES.

Store, Main St.

Drug*. Crockrrr,

Cranberry Die, 19th inst, Mrs Dorcas Bunker

at Law!

TKIiliRAPII 11! ILIHMi. Belfast. Me,

over

08 years.

SHIP

j

WALLACE,

Attorney

VSSK1JiaH;
im'J/lvi'n[r|,;
!

Law!

at

$MTo°r*h“or) Uolfast,

GEO. E.

anil head dress goods of
every description at Wells’.
Now in stock a splendid assortment
of the best
Switches from $1.50 to $i..<jo, also
SWITCHES, 1.1 N KN and.JUTE
N Lom« und Short LINEN BUAIDS,
Vl'lvl/./EI IS, ItATS.&c. OLD LADIES EKONT
BUAIDS. CULLS, and everything that* per: dux t<>
Kent or Imitation of head dress
goods.

(•frocerieii, Cfroeer’s

Belfast, dune d, 187,L

KILLER.

tul dreams.

tor

R. Y. CRIB <£ CO.

In 1 ronton, ftth inst, .Mi Samuel
Rogers, aged ?5
years.
Ic Stockton, May 12th, Charles
Turner, aged 65
years. A \.ar ago Mr. l’urner was stricken down
with paralysis, but in a I«• w weeks, so far recovered
a- to attend to his business,
in January his health
began to fail, and for the last seven week- ot Ids life
lu wa- eouiiiud to hi.- tied the most of the time. His
mi tier mgs were
fhe best of care and
very great,
imoicai ani were oi no avail.
Mr turner was a
m nit nt
and
Stockton
for nearly forty
Prospect
He was an honest, industrious man, and a
years.
kind and obliging neighbor,
lie leaves a wife and
seven sons.
Six by bis tirst marriage, aud one by
the second.
In icimont, Juno lr.th, Mr a MiriuUa
l.imball,
aged '.'.I years.

tested in ever y variety ol cliumle, and
by almost every nation known to Ameiieans.
It is the constant companion and inestimable lriend
of the missionary and the traveler, on tin* sea or
laud, and no one should travel on our Lakes or
Rivers without it.
Since the PAIN-KILLER was tirst introduced,
and met with such extensive sale, many LinimentReliefs, Panaceas, and other Remedies have been
ottered to the public, but not one ol them has attained the truly enviable standing ol tlo- PAIN

One bottle of the yellow

dred dollars for spavined

a——————

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for. )
In this city, June 22d, Mrs Hattie S
Hayes ot
I ales boro*, aged about 23 years.
In Swanville. )un> 15th,
Dotty Small, aged 3 yrs
II of John aud Augusta Small.
In Knox, June 2sth, John Philhrook,
aged 71 yrs.
In Poston, Jinn- 19th, John
Bartlett, formerly ot
Rockland, aged 25 years, 9 months aud 16 days.
In Sedgwick. I9t'h mst. Mrs Charlotte
Lawton,
In

PAIN-KILLER!

an

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
arc

bwp—w

of rheumatism,

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,

The

(

aged

1873.

one Maison
12 Samples by mail,50cts, retail quick for $l(j.
of Swedes and NorR. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Sq., N. Y.
to
to
this
wegians
migrate
Lias received great benefit from the
country last
Iyr2ti useMyul (laughter
Vegetine.
Her declining health was a
spring on a three years contract to labor
source ot great anxiety to all of her friends.
A few
iron
at
his
a
on
furnaces,
place named
bottles oi the Vegetine restored tier health,strength
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Moisie, on the lower St. Lawrence. After
and appetite.
N. H. TILDKN,
L'orrecteil Weekly for the Journal.
Ins. and Real Kstate Ag’t, lit Sears’ Building,
their arrival a dispute arose, they claimplace
Boston, Mass., June 5, I87g.
the jail. The hymn
Belfast, Wednesday, July 2,1873.
commencing, “Jesus, ing that they were to be paid in gold, nuur,
*V».OOai:i.50 Hound Hog,
HaO
lover ol my soul,” was
sung, and Smith,’ whereas, as is alleged, Maison gave them Corn Meal,
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$18a20
after mounting the scaffold made a brief orders
1,10a 1.16 Mutton per lb.,
lOaOO
only to obtain goods in stores kept Hye Meal,
o
OOal.OO Lamb per lb.,
15a0
speech, in which he reaffirmed his story of by himself. They declined to work, and Jfye,
»oaoo Turkey per lb.,
20a22
South Boston, May o, 1870.
V,or?>
He said he had no malice
Hie crime.
and
sailed
for
seized
a
Barley,
schooner,
H.
R.
00af>5
Chicken per lb.,
20a22
finally
Stevens, Fsy.:
Dear Sir—1 have had considerable
2.50&3.00 Duck per lb.,
18a20
against Sackett, and if Sackett had quit Quebec, and arrived on Monday to the »ean«.
experience with
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al,50 Ueeae per lb.,
the Vegetine. For Dyspepsia, General
15a00
Debility
going with his girl, as he promised to do, number of two hundred men, women and Oat a,
and impure blood, the Vegetine is
60ari5 Hay per ton,
$12al4
superior to anythere would have been no trouble.
He children.
75aOO Lime,
The men were armed with Potatoes,
$1.40a0.00 thing which 1 have ever used. 1 commenced taking
Dried Apples,
6a8 Washed Wool,
45a00
manifested almost stoic calmness on the sheath knives and looked very formidable.
Vegetine about the middle ot last winter and after
Cooking Apples,
oOaOO Unwashed Wool,
using a few bottles it entirely cured me of dyspepsia,
35a00
scaffold, never wincing for a moment, and Twenty-eight were immediately arrested Butter,
20a22 Pulled Wool,
and my blood never was in so good condition as at
45a50
died without a struggle.
iSaOO Hides,
His remains as ring-leaders, and
the present time. It will afford uie pleasure to give
8a0
jailed to await evi- Cheese,
2Oa0o Calf Skins,
flggs,
any further particulars relative to what 1 know
I7a00
left this afternoon for Baltimore. Md., dences of Maison
I2a00
against them on the Card,
this good medicine, to any one who will call
Sheep Skins, $ 1,00a2.00 about
where he formerly resided. The execu- charge of
Beef,
tfall HardWood,
$6.00a7.00 or address me at my residence, :t8G Athens street.
stealing a schooner brought by Baldwin
O.OOaO.OO Soft Wood.
Apples,
tion was witnessed by about one hundred the owner.
Very respectfully,
$4.00a0.00
The affair causes much ex- Veal,
6a8 Dry Pollock,
4 l-2a5
MONROE PARKER,
and fifty persons.
citement.
7a8 Straw,
Dry Cod,
5w50sp
‘t8G Athens Street.
$0,OOa7.OO

induced

,

prevails, there is

■

city

PERRY

only thing he knows
running into the

of the year wre lone our stomachs. 'Hie Rest tonic is Greene’s Oxygenated
Ritters. It contains no alcohol, but is exclusively medicinal. Avoid stimulants, which do
more injury than good.
John F. Henrv, proprietor, 8 & H College Place, N. Y

hand

For Over Tliirly Yuars.

1840.

in

plow.

is a

effects belonging to the late Dr. N. P. Monroe will be sold at auction,
Tuesday, July 8th,
1873, at lo, a. in., consisting in part of 1 two story
house, carpenter’s tools, tanning implements, 1 cow,
2 horses, oariiages, sleighs,
harnesses, surgical instruments, dental instruments, splints, household
furniture, I new chain pump, wagons, cider bottles
stone jugs, lumber, &c., 1 mower, 1 hay rake 1
roller, &c.
TERMS—CASH UN DELIVERY.
C. C. CRARY, Auctioneer.

Attorney

HAIR

SWITCHES !

-A.notion. Sale T

l )IE1).

in (lie Boh «»I*.N<mi Mlomaili.ll %
peprtia. Kiel* lleadailie Ae.

At this season

There is
cue

titwrar.ru

WOODCOCK?5

^_M. P.

aged sf years.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
A farmer states that the
ot that there is no danger

Iy39sp

Philander ti Goud of Lyndon, and Miss Aurelia W
Patterson of Belfast,
in Rockland, June lath, Mr Charles T.
Spear and
Miss Annie B Blackington, both of R.
In Tremont, 18th inst, Mr James Whitmore aud
Mrs Hulda uott. both of T.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

on

Chapter 128, Sec. 2. Whoever sells, otters
for sale, or gives away, any Crackers,
Squibs,
Rockets, or other Firewrorks, or fires or throws
the same in any town without the license ol the
Municipal Officer, thereof, shall be punished by
a fine not exceeding ten
dollars, to the use of
said town. [Bangor Whig.

numbei.
All persons having books from the
library are
requested to return the same on or before July 20th,

JOHNSON,

h. 10 Main

LIBRARY!

price.
Sunday School libraries, gentlemen wishing to
stock private libraries, School teachers. &c
would
find a good assortment in good condition at about
1-4 the usual price.
To be sold by the single volume or in lots of
any

At the Sanborn House in this city, June 26th,
by
Emery Boardman, Esq, Mr Win D Elliott of this
city, and Miss Sarah A Whitney ot Mirimichi, N B.
In this city, June 25th, by Rev D N Utter, Mr

San

petition

CIRCULATING

E

G.

w.

HUMAN

oi about 7<K> volumes comprising Histories, Travels,
Novels, &c., &e., which 1 shall sell at almost any

MARRIED.

Monday June 30, 1872.
BUTTER—We quote line fall New York and V ermont butter at 2tia27c per lb. prime lots ol old at
15al8c; fair to good at 20a22c.
CHEESE—-We quote Y'ermont and New York
at 13 l-2c per lb; medium
lactory at 10al2c; common cheese at 5a7c.
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so linn, and
sales have been made at 2la22c,
BEANS
We quote choice mediums $2
choice pea beans $3 25a3 00. yellow eves $3 f»o
per
bush.
POTATOES There continues to be a good demand for old potatoes at $l 2
New Potatoes $7 00
pel bbl.
HAY—We quote prime hav at $28a20 per ton;
common $lCa‘22; Straw $27a2s per ton.

rr.

Having decided to sell my

tin* indiscretions or excesses ot mature
youth
years. This is indeed a book tor every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best medical work ever published, and the only one
on this class of ills worth reading.
190th edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, hound in bcautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. -1 Bultinch strict,
Boston, Mass., or Dk. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. 1». The author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases requiting skill and

experience.

for Sale! tl

Library

or

despatch

A

EVERY RAH.

*Oft

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRESERVATION ,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impoteney, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases arising from the errors of

apiece.

ever

the window and pointed it at
Alice, who was standing at the corner ot
the shed back of her father’s house, only
a
short distance from the boy. Dorse

4,iXtooo.
ll.uoo Ou.

all other claims

beheld
the British waters,
displays
was made at Portsmouth in his
honor, on
Monday. The town was ornamented with
streamers and triumphal arches, the harbor tilled with shipping ol all kinds decorated with the flags of all nations, and
the shores on both sides covered with
masses of spectators.
The Prince of
Wales, Prince Alfred and the Czarowitch,
were each and all there.
Again—and

A ROOM
THE

concentrated in the country north of ern Cattle and Working Oxen and Milch Cows
Venice where its effects were terrible, 125; Eastern Cattle, 125.
Prices of Keof Cattle per hundredlbs.l ive weight
both in loss of life and ruin of property. Extra
qualit y, *7 12 l-2a*7 25; First quality, *i’> 50a7:
At Belluno four persons were killed and Second quality, *fiO0a$fi 57; Third qualit v,$4 25an50
of coarse Oxen, Hulls, Ac, *:: 50a
poorest
many injured ; at Itieve de Alpago several 4 12 1-2. grade
were injured; at Tones two were killed;
Hides—Hides 0 l-2c; Tallow OaO l-2c per lh;
at Carago, four; at Puas, eleven; at Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country H ides tie per lit;
Cali Skins 10a20c per lb; Slieep Skins si 75a
Visorre, two, and at Cavessago, one. 2 50.
Several churches are in ruins, many were
Working Oxen- We quote sales oi I pr, 7 ft 2 in,
*225; 1 pr, 7 ft li in, *2U5, 1 pr, (> it (I in, *175 1 ^
pt, (i
badly shattered, and hundreds ot houses It
10 in, *170.
have been leveled with the ground. The
Mile). Cows—Extra *55a90;
ordinary *25a00 per
inhabitants have not yet recovered from head.
Store Cattli—Most oi the small Cattle are
bought
their terror, and thousands are encamped
up to slaughter,
in the fields, but there has been no recurSheep and Lambs—Delivered at Brighton, Irom
0 l-2a7c per lb.
rence of the shock.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale7a7 l-2e; retail 51-5'aOc
per lb. Spring Pigs 14alSc per lb. Eat Hogs, 15800
It is stated that the executive committee in market; prices 5 :t-4atic per lb.
of the Boston peace jubilee have recently
experienced another assessment of $3,000
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

family of
the late Jonathan and Ruth Parker, ol'
Nantucket, Mass., twelve children, five
sons and seven daughters, whose
ages
are respectively 73, 71, 68, 65, 63, 60, 58,
The Shah of Persia is still the
in
rage
40
and 47.
London. Dispatches from the great city, 56, 54, 51,
inform us that one of the grandest naval
of Powder.
Explosion
in

through

$76,813 73.

$92,413
r,‘c

$112,000 00

persons

Amt. of

ornate

ies.

An Italian Earthquake.
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Florence, June 30. The violence of
Wednesday,.June 25, 1875.
At market this week—3716 Cattle; 5011)
the earthquake yesterday morning was
Sheep and
Lambs; 14400 Swine; Western Cattle :to«l; North-

G. W. BURKETT &

Hayford Block,

[’lease observe that we have jusl iveeivcd
trom

BOSTON 7
Another

large invoice ol tin VI'.K\
(

l.AIKST ami

HOICKS r

MILLINER! GOODS
Selected by MISS SOI I'll WORTH, to be found in
the city, and at lower prices than ever.
Do not forget to call upon us before you buv, it
you would save ’JO per cent.
Our forte is in selling the best goods at the lowest
Mrs. A. K. RICHARDS.
prices.
Miss A. I.. SOP I'll WORTH.
June Is, 187J.—3w50

CO.,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

Manulactured at MITCHELL’S for the
wholesale trade.

Rest.
"Oh! spare me. that 1 may recover strength
before
I
more.”
hence and be no
go
[Psalms, xxxix. 13.
Fold up thy hands, my weary soul.
Sit down beside the way!
i hou has at Iasi a time to rest,
At last a holiday.

Thy lingering life of weariness,

time of toil and tears,
A little space may grant thee grace
To overcome thy tears.
'I hv

bright

A

of patient peace,

access

Not rapture, not delight;
Rut even as sounds of labor cease
Before the hush of night.
as the storm that all day long
Has wailed, and raged and wept.
Nor ceased its force nor changed it course,
While slow the daylight crept.

Or

suddenly, before the sun
Drops down behind the hills,
clear, calm shining parts the cloud

Rut
A

And all the ether tills.

the sweet and steadfast shore
To them that sailed the sea;
Or home to them that ply the oar.
Or leave captivity.
AM’

as

Like any child that cries itselt
On mother-breast to sleep,
Lord, let me lie a littie while,
Till slumber growetli deep.

deep that neither love nor life
Shall stir ils calm repose—
R-vond the stress <>i mortal striie.
The stream oi mortal woes.

>o

hour to sleep, before
Thy sleepless bliss is given ;
Dive me a day of rest on earth.
pare

this

me

Before the work of Heaven!
Conductor
; Killed

near

Bradley.

Terryville, May y, lb-'..]

oudurtor Bradley (always
Bt -iid with reverence!),

•

eame,
•'mitten to death,

a

his name,
the swift doom

mav
as

crushed and mangled frame,

ink, with the brake he grasped just where he
stood
! -> '!•* Ik' litmus! that
And die. if needful as
M

a

hrave

u

true

-tooped above him;

n

tears
>n That poor wreck
Lost in tin strength

could.
should.

man

man

women

dropped their

hevond all hopes or fears.
and glorv of his years.

hat le aid they!' L«>! the ghastly lips of pain,
cl to all thought save duty’s, moved again :
Tut out the signals for the other train!”

W
I*

No nobler utterance since the world
began
f
nn lip< of -aint or martyr ever ran,
1 H, tr
through the sympathies of man.
Ui.
I lii
nn

me! how poor and noteless seem to this
si' k-hed dianias of self-consciousness,
-ensual feai'* ot pain and hopes of bliss!

grand, supreme endeavor! Notin vain
I ’hat Led bra\ e ad ot failing tongue and brain!
Freighted with life, the downward rushing
train,
>b!

blowing the wrecked one,

'»

as

wave

follows

wa\

e,
dhi-yci the warning w hich the dead lips gave.
h it- :■> he -a\ed, him>elf he could not save.

life was saved. He is not dead
"’h > m his lecord -till the earth shall tread
With Cod’s clear aureole shining round his
head.
the lo-t

in

s

"
bow a> in the dust, with all our pride
>f virtue dwarfed the noble deed beside.
Lii give us grace to live as Bradley died!

Creenleaf Whittier.

Human

Skeleton

Farit*

800,000

Years

Old.

rrespondence X. V. Tribune.
in July. 1*71, Muiis. Emile Riviere was
directed bv the French minister of public
instruction to examine the caverns at
Mentone, Italy, in the interest of arch a1"logy. While prosecuting this work in
C

•March. 1*7‘J,

ton

was

tive

All
dence that it happened during life.
ot the teeth which should appear are
present and without any decay, it is
noticeable that their triturating surfaces
are perlectly smooth-plane, and without

any obliquity. Can the age now advanced
explain this? Is it a characteristic of
race? That it is not due to a vegetable
diet exclusively is proved by the great
quantity of bones in the cavern which
have been split by man for their marrow.
CHAKACTElilSTlCS OK THE SKELETON.

The cranium is elongated or dolcoeeplialie, arched at the summit, and of less
capacity than cranium No. 1 found at CroMagnon in l’erigord, in 1808, which, howIt is smaller in
ever, it much resembles.
the occipital region, and the forehead is a
little narrower. The sutures are all consolidated [like a negro’s skull]. There is

pre-historic human skelefound, and a pamphlet descripa

*»t the same and of the researches
to its
discovery has been placed in
mv hands.
1 purpose giving a brief account ol this
discovery for tin; in form atiori of those interested in pre-historic
Nine caverns at Mentone have been exloied, and all have furnished

interesting

are situated in the provof Porto-Maurizio and the commune
*! Ventimiglia,
along the shore of the
Mediterranean sea, about *3 feet above
its level.
Two of the nine have been

anti*juities. They
ince

discovered
six and

tw<*.

Those numbered
recently.
eight are rather rock shelters

All are situated on the
plane, and are formed by great
natural rifts in the mountain of RochesRougvs, oi* red rocks, over which the
< orniche road
A plateau 50 to
passes.
150 teet in width extends from the caverns
to the si*a shore, and is traversed
by the
ancient Roman via Aurelia.

than

caverns.

same

RESEARCHES IN THE

CAVERNS.

The caverns have been frequently examined, and much interest has attached
the discoveries made.
As early as
lwl
.Mens Grand, of Lyons, gathered a
quantity of cut flints, several fragments
"t hematite, and some
sulphuret of antimony. He concluded that the cut flints
were rudimentary, coarse, and
belonged
'■<>
the earliest period of art.
In 1848
Hons. Ford, of Switzerland, found more
lints and numerous bones belonging to
mimals of living species; also some asLater, Mods.
igned to the primitive ox
Geny and Or Pore renewed the investi-

gations, collecting cut flints, shells, bones,
!• ■>-!it, and
implements of stone, as well
a tew articles of
pottery. All indicated
tor the grottoes of Mentone two epochs—
He paleolithic, or that of cut stone, [when
implements were made of cut stone] and
tin- n neolithic, more recent, the
age of
polished stone, [when utensils were
The

ations were, how
polished.]
ever, ot
slight depth, and it was not until
the construction of the railroad from
Genoa to Mentone, the route of which
passed in front of some of the caverns,
that sufficient earth was removed to disclose any fossil human remains.
The
trench for the railway in front of third
cavern, and 16 feet below its present level,
has exposed a layer ot 15 to 19 inches
thick, composed of bones, some ot which
are charred, of teeth, of flints and traces
of charcoal, indicating the site of an
ancient hearth. Similarly, in front of the
seventh cavern, 45 feet below the surface,
two molar teeth belonging to the rhinocexear

tishorhinus were found, also some
bone#from the stag, broken by man. The
ninth cavern has shown no traces of occupation by man, but has furnished bones
ot a fauna, embracing nine carvivores,
eros

[flesh-eating animals,]

two

pachyderms,
[elephant, rhinoceros, or hippotamus,]
lour ruminants, three rodents, two birds.
The seventh and eighth have not been

thoroughly examined

yet. From the sixth
number of flint instruments, pins and
arrows of bone, a canine tootli of the
ave bear, and some coprolites of the
cave hyena have been gathered. The fifth
a

is the deepest of all, measuring 91
feet
It is 21 feet broad at its entrance,
contracts rapidly to eight feet and enlarges so as to form a second chamber.
It is covered with stalactites and stalagmites, and its soil, composed of black
earth and broken stones, contains a number of flint arrows, points, lances, scrapers
and chips, showing that flint instruments
had been made in the cave. On the other
hand, only two bone instruments were
found, while the debris of teeth and bone
The tauna of
existed in great quantity.
this cavern is composed of the cave hyena,
fox horse, wild boar, primitive ox, common stag, roe-buck, primitive goat, rabbit, and a few mollnsks.

cavern

THE CAVERN OK THE FOSSIL MAN.

first, second and third
caverns, we come to the fourth, in which
the fossil man was found, the most important of all by reason of the depth of
the excavations and the numerous objects
brought to light. It is 23 feet broad at
its entrance, 50 feet broad, 62 feet high.
Its soil is formed principally of ashes and
Passing by

THE EPOCH IN

The small size of many
articles of bone and flint contained in it
lias made it necessary to sift all the mass
forming the hearth as fast as it could be
separated by a pick. Three months were
thus spent digging each day a little
deeper ami removing layers ten inches
thick. A depth of 21 1-2 feet was reached
below the first level, fmaking 83 1-2 feet
below the modern surface—Times.] when,
on March 20, 1872 there was discovered,
for the first time in the caverns of Mentone, a fossil human skeleton ol the
Its complete disenpaleolithic epoch.
gagement from the ashes and debris covering it required eight days of uninterrupted work, k lay on its left side, in the
longitudinal direction of the cavern, about
twenty-three feet from the entrance. The
attitude was one ol repose as if death
had overtaken a man during sleep. The
head, slightly raised, faced the bottom ol

WHICH HE LIVED.

From measurement, it is believed that
the stature of the fossil man can be estiThe
mated at the lowest at six teet.
skeleton, which no more resembles that
of an ape than does a modern skeleton,

THE VERY BEST PLAN

EQUITABLE

By

which you
Premium, All

It furnishes the

Cash, Stock Plan.
largest amount ot insurance for
The contract is

money.

complication, mystery,

or

Assurance

a (given sum of
definite, without
uncertainty. The policy

plain

and

always worth its face, the premium never increases.! It is the most satisfactory and economical
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Agents Wanted for the New Book,
Epidemic & Contagious Diseases

The

By

Timber Hnd Iron

oak,

injuring

FRANK E.

I.

per day! Agents wanted! All
classes ot working people, i>!
ID
either sox, young or old, make more money a! \v.»rk
for us iu their spare moments, or all the time, than
Address G.
at anything else,
Particulars free.

Agent

Maine.

mammals:
Carnivores—The cave lion, cave
hear, common bear, cave hyena, wolf,
1.

hedizeluaor.
2.

Pachyderms—The

rhinoceros, horse,

Everything

I

§

PORTLAND,
I take

cure

now

elegant

done in order to extract the marrow,
which either served as nourishment or to
anoint the body.
After the bones were
split some of the pieces were sharpened
for use as arrows, pins, needles, while of
others chisels or smoothing instruments
were made.
But with few exceptions all
rf these instruments are rudely made. A
single object of pottery was found in the
early excavations and near the surface.
It is a fragment of a small disk, very thin
anil of a black color.
The skeleton rests to-day in the anthropological gallery of the museum of natural

King

ol

This is

a

Detroit slander:
law

in

This Mower is

now

offered to farmers for the

com-

The

large and

increased sale lor the past two seasaying the M HA DOW KIND has
than any other Mower in the

market,

bow that will shoot somewhere another feeling will not.

times

["Beecher.
Better Cali, it Guilty. In a recent
case for assault the defendant pleaded
guilty: “I think I must be guilty,” he
said, “because the plaintiff and I were
the only ones in the room, and the first
thing I knew was that I was standing up,
and lie was doubled over the table.. You’d
belter call it guilty.”

myself

aud many of

YOU BUY

us

are

(illlAT FIRE IN

This Rake is finished in

a

thorough

WORKS

manner.

EXCELSIOR

CARTER’S

ANYWHERE !

AND

RESTAURANT.

second account of Administration

on

said estate for

allowance.

Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot t his
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second 'Tuesday
ot July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA TUURLOUGII,Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B, P. Field, Register.

BARKER,
ol Stephen J. Barker, late
SARAH
County of Waldo, deceased,

Administratrix ot the estate
ol Troy, in said
having presented her
second account ol Administration on said estate lor
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the
Republican Journal, printed lit Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
withiu and lor said County, on the second 'Tuesday
ot July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, \vithin and tor
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
June, A. l3. 1873.
BOWLER, Guardian ot Caroline Brawn,
minor heir of John Brawn, late of Palermo, in
said County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented
for allowance.
his second account of
Ordered, 'That the said Guardian give notice
interested
to all persons
by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July, next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.

JOSEPH

Guardianship

hereby gives public
all concerned that she has been duly appointed
THE
herself the trust oi administratrix
and taken
SUBSCRIBER

DANIEL L.

upon

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has beeu duly appointed
and taken upon himselfthe trust of Administrator
of the estate of John B. Dougherty, late of Searsmont, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as tho law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estat^to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ANDREW BURKETT.

subscribers hereby gives public notice to all
Concerned, that they nas been duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
of the last will of Nahum P. Monroe, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs >they therefore request all persons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
E

ANN S. MONROE.
ALFRED J. MONROE.
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comparison to being sentenced to a liiemisery, and every young or middle aged

I

1

v

m in 01 woman is sure to receive tin* above sentence
who does not protit by tin* warnings contain' d in
t!i new book entitled “Lectures on Spermutorrh
or Seminal Weakness, Impotence, onanism, Ma
turbatiou, or Sell Abuse and all dise:i-» id the Se
ii tl Organs.''
It I- the only work published by reliable medical authority on the above disease.- which
will save trom a premature grave thousand- of mi!
It contain.- inlorni.ition
young men and women.
which every man <>r woman, married or -ingle,
-diould know. Don tail to send tor it. Sentti anv
adiliin sealed eiivelopes, upon receipt id 1<m« m-,
vvliich just covers expense ot mailing. Addre-s I li 1
M ASS At III SL ITx M I.DICA I. 1NSTITI IH No.
In ; Court Street, Boston.
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Leeds, Robinson & Co.,
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J a positive cure lor Sciatica. ID..-amat 1 m, .\eiirai
Lame ]
gia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cord
It ha -cured ca-1 given uj. |.\
Back, .•sprain.--, &e.
in,
o.m.v
•i-.ki ain
physicians as hopele-s nh
j
iui-:
rot: St i\ii«\\.
fry it. :l will cur- voii. j
Always procure large hot 11.-s lor-ey.-re.-a-1'
Large
Sold by all J
bottle- ifl.au, -mall bottleF. W. KYDFIl .v -ON
druggists.
I’ropri.b,r
H.n muimi.b
Send stamp tor
Boston, Mass.

II you want, your old style HATS
^
BUNN E l'S made as good a new,
please pass them right along to the
sign ol the STRAW WORKS, East Side of
the River.
4*af*N. B. Hats left at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
Jm41
S. A. BLACK,
charge.
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Mexican Mustang Liniment,

DOMESTIC.”

Dec.
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Do not be imposed spun by n-in/ any
«>riv*.ii.
Liniment claiming the s.iun pi..pel-ties
and
Be sure
'Hi--, arc a cheat and a trail
nothin;' but
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1 will send
tree recipe i»r m\ \ it. KTA BLK
BALM, removing Pimple Black Worm Blotch.
r.n and .11 I
1
Freckles, Moth
the.skin,
leaving it clear and with a In althv glow, Also -tsi
process lor line growth ol ilair on bald In-ad- .1

WATTERS’Office will
be removed from Koulston’s Block
VFTER
tin* late
RESIDENCE OF CAPT. DAVID

i'

Blit

*

PI MPI.ES!

Coi.lk. toh,

A

1. I x E

Tm.T.K tmips

Money will l»o MiiihM.

H \i\i;

& REMEDY.

Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.

Old

Kxtract

Iron Co.'s Shovels.

Colony

DEALERS IN

cured at

75 NORTH

served in every styleaud at all times. Also M LA LS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ol Confectionery
ol every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
ANNKD FRUITS & .JKLLIKSa specialty.

ST.,

vufS

Ill

\.

i t \ 1 it it. it.

it.

ATTRACTIONS !

Maras1’! Balm

—AT THE

CA 1, /, ! jfcj

A FEW

You will always Ij> d everything that is usually kept
in a first-class Sal > n.
A. R. CARTER,
Belfast, Dec. 24. Iv25

1 rt 7

A. E. DURHAM $325
KSPECTFl FLY INFORMS the Citizens ot
Belfast and the public generally that he is at
the old stand, corner of Main and Washington
streets, where he keeps the following kinds ol Fish
at WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

1

FRESH FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.
DRY FISH!
English Codfish, Vollock, Hake,
Haddock and Cusk.

PICKLED FISH!

Admission,

Mackerel, Halibut’s Vlns, Tongues
and Sounds, Codfish and Herring.
SMOKED FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Alewivos, Herring
Ill-also

IN PURSES!

Carriages,

a choke Stock ol (IROCRKIM
hand all ol which will be sold as low
as can be bought.
Persons desirous of ol purchasing will find it to their interest to call on the Subscriber who will take pleasure in W'aitiv.g upon them.
Foods will be delivered in any part of the city free
ol expense. He would aay to the country trade that
he is receiving large quantities ol Smoked Alewives
which will be sold at Boston prices, freight and
other expenses oil.
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EMILE BARBIER,

MITCHELL’S.

“ARCHIMEDEAN,”

THE CHAMPION

LAWN MOWER 01' THE WORLD.

I his well known establishment, with i!

admirable

h'I.NCII
facilities, is conducted by a lir-l-clas*
L)V lilt. Dying and Cleansing done in a manner to
give PERFECT SATISFAt I 1".\.
Ac.'
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbon
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
ami
Cleansed
oil'
I
Curtain..ace
trimmings.
taking
done equal to new.
Carpets Ch-an-ed ami Color

THE PORTLAND

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY
Would

BOOTS & SHOES

TRUNKS AND,

A

and Amateur Musicians

should examine the COMBINATION SOLO STOPS,
lound only in GEO. WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.
THE ASOLINE. A most delicate, soft or breathA baritone solo, not a
THE VOX HUMANA.
fan or tremolo
THE PIANO.
A beautifully toned piano, which
See advertisement In
will n ver require tuning.
3m48
another column.

inform the

public, that
Manufacture

they continue to

Portland Kerosene Oil.
of a large quantity of interior and
dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price many
of which are little better than Naptha it sell' ami tinexistence ot false reports in regard to t lie P« »kti. \ n d
Kkrosknk Oil, render it a matter ol justice to our
selves, as well as safety to consumers, that some no
therefore, we
tice should be taken ot t hose facts.
again present an advert isment. and wouldcall attention to the high standard of our Oils, In i. Ri-.i ini i>
Petroleum, the fire test of which i- I ’'; fill.
Portland Kkrosknk, the tire test of which is j.»
degrees Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher; also, we would say, that we are determined
to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
The

LARGE and well selected stock of tlie above
articles constantly on hand and lor sale at the
Also Leather Shoe
VERY LOWEST TRICKS.
:ini41
W. 'I'. COLBURN.
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DYED OH (U.EAXXKb
(iarments, Coats, i'antsand \ est Cleansed
or Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready tor wear. Cent’s Carim nt- Re
pairing done at short notice.
Kid Cloves dyed Blaek, or Clean-e i, ev« v day.
Also new goods or heavy cloth* dyed and finished in

Beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice.
ALL ORDFRS BY MAIL
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
T. L. MACE.
tf41
A. A. HURD.
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Hi< n11 Kreatliiug, Haiti in the Lungs, Side
mil Chest almost iuvariu'bly cured by taking a tew
bottles ol tlie Quaker Bitters.

Cent’s

of Main and Cross Sis., Belfast.

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

j

H\--

md

Proprietor.

the heat manner, at VERY LOW i'i;ic|-.*
if
Ag« ne\
MONDAY.
Coods sent every
Millimrv and Fancy Cood
H. F.
D'"'
Store, No. 17 Main Street. Bella t M>
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b a t dilliculty; a lew bottles are utheienl tor tin*
most ob-tinate case.
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win u all other remedies tailed.
1<*i't4Mi*i
Hit u
Neuralgia III nil' ll.&c., .-a-'i-d immediately.
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1

places

nice.

-an

Cannot be cured by snails, washe or local applications. It is a weakness ot he const it ut ion, «!-.\ clop
mg itself iii the nasal organ* lir.-l, afterward
tending to throat and lung* ending generally in
Consumption, i! not cheeked by proper reinnii.
ol Uidm-v
Pains in head, back, loins and weakne*
a
Mon- |»f>i• ha\
are its attendant diseases.
cn.-.-d.
li
tarrh than any other di*< u -<•
landear
Thousands of cases, some of hirl v-iiv<
the
ing, have been entirely cured in .New II i.np-hiiv
('nturrh
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proprietors, Main-lie*! r, N. II.
postal card, and it will e.. only cent. Price, :i
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per bottle,

Aiittuita,

CANDY, COCOANUTS.&C.

ing stop.
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DYE HOUSE!

TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS
SES CORN CAKES,
CORN

Professional

*•

-cite

a:;

u

CATARRH

TRUSTEES.

Manufacturers ol and Wholesale Dealers in Plane
and Fancy

FOREIGN
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YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.

Free.

MACE & HURD
CONFECTIONERY,

a
iou is
ih-* l'bi-.!.ed

i:op.
.,!

u,.l r'.iuSold by all brujv
OJ Park Place, New \ uk.

on

A. E. DUHHAM
Belfast, May 12th, 187.T,—3m45
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Complexion.

tan. Freckles, am: ‘-tit::.;.
puWei l'nl nitlm-MC.i urn.'

Arrangements have been made tor excursion over
the Railroad and on the Boats with tree return
tickets.
During the afternoon some outside Sports will be
ottered, Catching the Creased Fig. (’limiting the
Slippery Pole, Ac., with l.iberal Premiums. The
llt*lfttat Cornet H;tn«l will be in attendance,
PER ORDER OF

Heals ami

meat.

1

canned

dispelling dark and

keeps

constantly

bo ner

Appearance;

FI HNT PIJRKE *11;*.- Open to all horses.
$100 to first, $'»() to second, $2'» to third.
NEtOIll I'l HU «<»0. liy horses that
never beat 2: f*o.
$5o to first, $ ’•> to second, $F> to
third.
For horses that
THl itII 1*1 ItHi:
never beat :i minutes,
$25 to first, $15 to second
$10 to third.
i OH IIITIONN. Three to enter, two or more
to start, in each race. Races to he mile heats, best
three in five to harness. Entrance tee lo per cent.,
All entries to
and must accompany nomination.
be made on or before lu o’clock F. M., .July .‘id, to A.
D. Chase, Belfast, Me. (iood day and good track,
(fates open at 1 o,clock 1‘. M., trotting to commence
at 2 o’clock.
The Stallion YOUNO BUCII ANNAN, owned by
Mathews and Flynn ol Searsport, one ol theftlastest
live-year-olds in the State, will make one hall-mile
heat between the heats ol the other horses.

25 Cents,

MAKE

It is Purely Vegetal.!h
ami felt at one.

£1ZA
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Pure Bloom:;:

Friday, July 4th,
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Arrangement,

Summer
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most

bottle.
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OUTSIDE

Hoots and Herbs which

IlniptioiiN I‘iuipie*»i Blotches and alt impurit i«
ol the blood, burstingthrough the sk in or ot berw i- e,
cured readily
y lullowing the direction-. on tin

JOHN, BOSTON*

cor. of
(imlia

ot

ably cure the following complaints
He)|M |iiia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss ol Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
LiotMiliith'. Low Spirit- and Sinkiug Si n-ution

SCRAP IRON.

OYSTERS

THE

to them.

PITCHER,

,

1 ,1..S

i\ I

U\.r Unity
,V‘
havo tin* CXperieB-•
1
trial, with the m< 11 substantial results, an 1
witnessed.
multitude of
If tin Einim.nt is n >t as recommended, the

a

POTkl & QUIMRY.

hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from v until 5 P. M., for tlie purpose of
receiving taxes.

in i-t

«.

,.t

With the least ami most simple machinery ol .any
Sill I'TLK .Sewing-Machine, h t hei .-tore, W KA Its
LKSS than any any-other, a ml combines, with its
remarkable simplicity ami ea-e ol running, great
.jiiielm-ss ol operation with a Wonderful range of
work. We are also Agent i,H he imprm ed singer
Machine. We
on
a
iihci .1 i.rm
ln.u’t
fail to call and examine.

1

iylit
I

>1

vve

LOCK

notice to

of the estate of Samuel Burgess, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setRACHEL BURGESS.
tlement to her.

P

S’

RES
IT'RAL «
lli.m.M El SIM B NTS.

THE M' **T’ Alt SURD AM >
l« Y >. 1 V.-lMllN AST M.

No power is so cosily a- that of hum.:
mu-el.
ami liny per cent, ol thej owm •
»i• *1 to
iuii a
Sewing-.Machine may be av« d bv using * io
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IT

and Haddies.
At a Probate Court held at Beltast. within and for
the Couuty ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
June, A. D. 1873.

I

Belfast

M

3EIA.JST C^OJFtL

Remember, t !i is Idnimeiit «li<l not
m
spring up u a ds» > «»r » yea*, pii' >dn>
I. VI M
i<

Firry per pent, sai-'ew

TTTI1KRKAS the conditions have been broken in
y\ a mortgage deed from Luther I >avis to Ann S.
Fuller, dated March 12, A. D., l3»’*0. Mortgaged
Premises situated in Freedom and Montville,
For
a more particular description ot which, and the
amount thereby secured, reference is had to Waldo
b ounty Registry ot Deeds, Bonk 102, Page inf. flu
undersigned claims to foreclose said Mortgagt
agreeable to statute for such cases made and pro
ANN S. FULLER.
vided.
Freedom, June 17, A, D., 137:*.- :»\vf>l‘

K. I*

'<■

.,

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
A. K. CA RTKR.respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that In- is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always he
ready to welcome all.

TEDDER!

CTAROLINE

P“mO

“

I

ADENTS FOR

DOUBLE HARPOON HORSE HAY FORK!

B. CLARK, Administratrix of the
j estate of Amasa B. Clark, late ot Troy, in said
Countv of Waldo, deceased, having presented her

w
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TUTTLE,

Mon.I iv, W <
..YD. k I *. M
Moilli

1

INSIDE

TTTLI* ALSO

Cure Neuralgia. Ttlieun-atium, Oout, Lame Lark,
Salt rh. inn. roiflououu bites. External Bono and
und u.a> Bo
Muscle Affectums, Sore Nipples, A.
justly termed the panacea for atl
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Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut Nails,

MOWER

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on t he second Tuesday ot
June, A. D. 1873.

EATAEDI IT

Caliic.

or

U

FAK!. l‘() i’>< >sT< >\
FOWI.U..

MANUFACTURERS OF

IT! -«

SEE

LAWN

BOSTON.,

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing <Jothing,
•are now ready to
-upply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number ol good vest makers will be
wanted after the first ol January.
They can be
supplied with work lnnu our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD YES ! MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the lirst ot January.
We have a line assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
POTE Sc QUIMBY
Belfast, Dec. 13 -tt24

SPRING STEEL TEETH, Oil TEMPERED!
CALL

a>

to

$600,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.

SULKY HAY RAKE

TU

them,

<~+in

w

REMOVAL !

PORTLAND, MK.

htroH

J

►—

Notice of Foreclosure.

R A T K S !

Horses, Mules
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EXTERNAL WOUNDS.

to

produce

3mos47

THE HOLLINGSWORTH

1

see

w. c

1. I*. KIMBALL.

MOWER
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EXAMINE THE

M-

should

Experience

workman, enable

my
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“DOMESTIC”

LOVERS OF MUSIC

ALL

Belfast, Sept. 2<>.—tflM

BEFORE

A citizen of Connecticut, recently introduced to a newly-married man congratulated him warmly, and said : “Ah, these
Litchfield country girls make clever
I’ve bait three of ’em.”
wives.

a

Years

remarkable instrument

Combination

lactory.

s T

It is recommend? 1 with unbounded assurance
in all cases of' • uts, Itnu.-.-s. Burns. Spr uus, KheiiBites. Chilblain*. Stilt
niatisiu. Hard SvoBui
ness of the. JoinBs, I iw/. n Feet, Kars,
."be,,
.I
at
f.-r
all
aniono
Sprain*. 1 '< umlerd,
person.
Kin_f- bone.Foil e\ 11, N. vutcln a.W llld-c alla.lb *ol ultj,
Spas ins Spriiif’dialt. huddle, Collar and UaiUcSi)
Gails ; also discuses of the 1 ye and Eu* a

THE “LIGHT RUNNING"

perl cled
capable of the most beautiful musical effects, and ii
the most elegant cases.
most

new

tilled
Books with c its, descriptions and prices sent
by mail to all desiring to purchase.

sons warrant us in
more good points

setts, barbers use more hay rum than
It filters through the scalp. II the
average Massachusetts head wasn’t so
thick, all would he lovely.

Anger is

mv

Including several

cordially invited to visit the
warerooms aud examine our finished carraiges.
Also our lactory and examine the material and
work, whether they desire to purchase or not.
Alt carraiges made by me are fully warranted.
$if*The public are lespectfully cautioned about
purchasing carraiges represented to be mymakeuu
less they have mv name-plate in lull.
Modelled and prompt!v

ing harvest through agents in their several localities.

ever.

up.

in use,

*

After

ion

I*

l|»l
3U Yea »•* of trial has proved to h«
the best healing a ml paiu subdtiing Llniuitnt i21 the World,

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

A

J. C. HAYNES &. CO.,
Home.) 33 Court St.,SBoston

dm is

Xfc^-All person*

Since the
Massachu-

Never forget wlmt a man lias saui to you
If he lias charged
when he was angry.
you with anything, you had better look it

now

1. O W K S T

discovery.

stringent temperance

Maine,embracing

exhibited in

DOMESTIC

A

Ami ail other Patriotic Airs sound b<-t on the
Superior Instrument to he purchased at the well
known store ol
H.wnks & (where

tile Court

WEEK !

C A MB HI DC E

QUIET DOMESTIC!

ORGANS

AT THE

history here, and we wait the judgment
leading anthropologists as to the signifiot the

ever

until

llvoitiug

j

( Up Stairs) Over Carle & Morison’s Hardware Store
134
Belfast Me.

A

PER

S T K A M K It

A DOMESTIC RLESSING!

ME.

THE FINEST CARRIAGES

of

cance

carriages

en

»0 *l;iiu

BANDS OF FOUR

largest and best assortment ot

hand the

patterns mad.’ only at

CTHARLES

and instruments are
ing. Stones,
counted by thousands. They are of flint
ot various shades, generally rudely cut,
and must lie referred hack to the most
ancient stone epoch. All of the shafts of
long bones are split lengthwise. There
are only live exceptions to this rule in
more than 10,000 instances.
This was

on

Twenty-five

SUPERIOR

arms

have

et

14. HI 0111 SO HT.

U.

and all similar organizations will be furnislud. nol
only with the best Instruments, hut with In dilution Books to learn them, Music to play on tin ui
extra Strings, Reids, &c., to go with them, and al
needed Materials lor their repair.

pleasure in announcing to the public that 1

nearly every style

Meadow

lit)"O I*l-\
o'clock.

HAIL COLUMBIA

The

the habit permanently,cheap,
quick, without suffering or inconvenience.
De. cribe your case. Address s, G. ARMSTRONG, M. 0,,
Berrien Spring, Michigan.

EATERS.

The Subscriber otters lor sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road lrom Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This Farm contains 105 acres ot land; cut last \ear
25 tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels ot grafted fruit of nice quality;
has 75 acres of young hard wood growth ; has excel
lent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow hearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can b«
much improved ; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Price $2,200.
Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire ol the
subscriber at West Winterport.
B. PLUMMER.
W. Winterport, April 17th, 1s73.—-tl42

Salerooms, Cor, Preble House, GEO. WOODS & CO’S

mm

We

Done.
Agency lor BUTTERICK’s PAPER PATTERNS
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment ot Spring
Style* just received.
I he
CARTER’S PERFECTED IIEMMERS.
Best Dress Goods and Flannel llommer in tiie market.
TRY IT, PRICE r?!. •>*.
NEEDLE
Attention i* called to LIT I EE'S
SHARPENER, POI.1S11ER .nd CAS I*, combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds ot needles,
and to the CR ESEN T BUTTON-lloLE < t IT i-R,
cutting any size button-hole, Examine them.
The best quality ot Cotton, Silk, Oil, Ne.-dles and
attachments for all kind* of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

Farm for Sale.

TRIPS

Gr A U M E N T S

l'nrOf nil kinds CUT ANI) MADE TO OKDEH.
ticular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
SHIRTS AND LADIES' UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING tor BRAIDING and EMBROIDERY

The subscriber offers for sale his
situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village
Consisting of one hundred
aud sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard ot grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4,1»73,—3i!tf

0[J.

AVEiUlM If A ST ED lor our Now
Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, tot^^getner with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,
Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $lou to $200
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Apply at once (bv stamp) to 1>. L. (iUERNSEY,
•‘Pub,” Concord, N. H.
—■

FOUR

QUILTING anti
EDGE STITCH I NG.
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on
the Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable

prices.

STEAMERS ON THE ROUTE!

TWO

^FAGGOTTING,

QUADRILLE BANDS,
Ql! 1N I KT TK OHt'll LS IRA!5,

package ot good sent tree by mail. Address, with
six cent return stamp, M. YOUNG & CO., lr.'i
Greenwich St., N. Y.
mm

ud

M I.L BRASS BANDS,
Id'Ll. OHC11 F.STRAS,

UfADIflUft fl| ACC male OR FEMALE
miniums vLAOO $00 a week guaranteed.
Respectable employment at home, day or evening;
no capital required; full instructions and valuable

wild hoar.
Rodents—The rabbit.
HAY
1
Ruminants—The primitive ox, elk,
common
stag, Corsian stag, roebuck,
tf-18
Descriptive circulars forwarded.
primitive goat, chamois.
Mollusks—Six species.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
The arms and instruments (bund near Gen’l Ag;t Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
the fossil man include the poinard menA. J. UAKKIMAN & CO., Agents, Belfast.
tioned above, two pins of bone with
points well preserved, and upward of 150
PROBATE NOTICES
rut flints in the form of lanee ami arrow
Four
flasks
and
nuclei.
points, scrapers,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
of the animals above enumerated, viz:
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of June, A. I). 1873.
the cave lion, cave hear, cave hyena and
N. ALLEN, named Executor in a
are
to
extinct prerhinoceros,
assigned
J certain instrument purporting to be tin* last
historic species.
Evidence of their pres- will
and testament ol Nelson Allen, late of Mon1ence near the skeleton proves its high anville, in said Couuty ol Waldo, deceased, having
said will tor Probate.
tiquity. We may, therefore, consider the presented
That the said Charles N. give notice to
“Man ot Mentone" as the cotemporary of allOrdered,
persons interested by causing a copy ol this orextinct animal species, and as belonging der to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
certainly to the paleolithic epoch.
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,
the
researches
the
disto
within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday
prior
During
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
covery, the remains of a large fauna were ot
show cause, it any they have, why the same should
unearthed, embracing gfi mammals, four not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
birds, one lisli, one crustacean, and GO
Atrueoopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
mollusks. Some of the shells of the latter are perforated to be worn as ornaments; others are peculiar in that they
are from the ocean, and not found in the
Mediterranean. How did they then get
into the caves on its shores? Numerous
shells from Cro-Magnon came from the
ocean, and some from Laugerie-Basse are
of Mediterranean origin.
The inhabitants of these caves must have had communication with each other, and with the
But few instruments of bone or
ocean.
horn were found, and none ot them presented any traces ot drawing or engrav-

MAINE,

“C.P. KIMBALL’S

H>ek I'M ('AMU to Agents,
lurnished and expenses paid,
COULTER & CO., Charlotte, M ich.

Per

a

following animals were found

for Waldo Co., Office No.l9MainSt.

BELFAST,

1873. Arrangement lor the Season of 1873.

FELLING,
CORDING,
BRAIDING,
TICKING,
RUFFLING,

I

farm,

Me.

BOARDMAN,

M.

tf'C

A.

NYE,
Augusta,

Gen’l Agent for Central Me.,

ready. Address GKO KG K
Weybosset Street, Providence, R. 1.
now

CO., Portland,

Firms

life.

vour

OP C1TBA.

superiority,

forehead neither low, retreating
nor narrow; an absence of prognathism,
and a facial angle ot nearly 8.r> degrees.
In view of these apparent contradictions,
we could not then lix the age at which the
“Man ol Mentone” lived, it the fauna
found in his own hearth, and in superior
and equally undisturbed hearths, had not
furnished us the elements tor this determination. In a layer ot soil about six
inches in depth, immediately above and
below the skeleton, bones or teeth of the
viz

the Leading Business Men and
in the United States.

4«'l!\aiiiiiie the Tontine flan before

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY

STINSON &

experts in Lite Insur-

1'his Society has earned and reserved FORTYFOUR PER CEN'l. on tlie premiums paid on its
Life Policies and FORTY’ PER CENT, on Entlovvment Policies, which have been issued within the
last live years on the TONI IN E PLAN.

yellow pine and hemlock. On and near lloating
streams, with steam saw-mill, boom, etc., on the Susquehanna. Apply to P. W. SHKAFER,Pottsville,Pa

UPIIAM,

Plan!

by this Society, and

not only by the most eminent
ance, but

terms

large body
1.1
! Ore Lands in Middle Pennsylvania; estimated
white and
to cut
leet ot sound white

tor
No. 9

Dividend

Tontine

BOSTON & LOWELL

For Salr on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
Machine Stitching of all
kinds, such as

f HEMMING,

Farm for Sale.

Highly Recommended & Endorsed

We
market.
than any other
company. Address
JOHN A. DODGE,
General Agent,
Danbury, Conn.

Prospectus

w

The house ell and barn on High
st. owned by the subscriber, half a
mile below the P.O. It is a story and a half,well built,
about eight rooms,
good water aud halt an acre of
land. Said nouse will be sold at a bargain. Apply
to Henry M. Burgess, opposite the premises.
JAMES S. SYLVESTER.
Belfast, June 10, 1873—Gw50*

.,

on

first introdaced

Machine in the

CO,000,000

policies

Also

General and Local Agents, lor
the Bartram Sewing Machine,
The
made at Danbury, Conn.
stillest, fastest and easiest
Lock-Stitcn.
Straight Needle

ot

....

....

WAJVT JED!

OK SALK.—A

$21,000,000 00.
8,500,000 00.
2.520,090 17.

Assets,
Income,.
Surplus, Jan. 1st, 1873,
Sum Assured during 1872, )
r,
a_
ui,ju,07J oo.
{
(New Business.)
The Society issues all the most desirable Forms
of Life aud Endowment Policies, on which Dividends will be paid annually.
1873,

with the newest and best treatment for all eases.
The only thorough work of the kind in the world.
Embraces Nnaall Pox, Yellow Fever, Cholera and analogous diseases. No Family Safe Without It. and all buy it. Has 24 chromatic Illustrations.
The biggest chance of the season for agents. Address
H. S. OOODSPEED & CO.,147 Tremont St..Boston.

give better

-FOR-

Broadway, low York,

This Society does business upon the all cash mutual plan and divides A LI, the net profits thereol
among its policy holders.
During each of the years 1869, 1870, 1871 and 1872,
it transacted more New Business than any other
Lite Insurance Company in the world.

Company, of Hartford, Conn., grants Life InsurIts security is unance upon this excellent plan.
questioned. Apply to any Agt., or send for Circular.

i

Society!

SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
in Belfast, offers his entire stock for
consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including Tools, Shop and Store.
The above is well located and presents a good opportunity lor any one wishing to carry on the stove
business in Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
tf40
Belfast, April 10, 1873,
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call and settle immediately. A. D. FRENCH.
business
THE
sale,

House for Sale.

The Travelers Insurance

plan for the insurant.

F'or Sale !

I. I F E

obtain Life Insurance is the Low

can

presents some contradictory characteristics of inferiority and paleolithic antiquity,
ME A MOW it I \ in?
such as a marked dolicocephalic type,
great “taturc, increased length ot the ra1LLUSTKATKI) DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR, lull Ot
!ius relatively to the humerus (10 3-8— recommendations from leading farmers, to be had
of
Agents or Forwarded Fuf f uy M \ii., oh ap13 1-3 inches,) a plotyenemie tibia; and,
plication.
on the other hand, marks of

the

kitchen debris.

THE

or

The facial of
grees. The orbit is remarkable tor its
rectangular form, a noticeable feature in
the cranium No. 1 from Cro-Magnon. The
transverse diameter is increased and tlie
vertical diameter contracted. The femurs
The tibias are
are long and
strong.
they present the flatplotyenemie: i.
tened form of a sabre blade, a characteristic nt some fossil human tibias, [shin
hones.] The bones of the lower extremities furnished attachments for muse’is
whose power must have been very great.
The loot is large and well developed,
measuring 13 1-4 inches

prior

tudies.

Ucto 3,bl)crtiscmcnts.

projection of jaw.
angle is line, almost 80 de-

prognathism,

no

<

IjIiii

the cavern, resting upon the soil by its
left side. The forearms were fixed on the
arms and drawn up toward the neck. The
right hand rested naturally upon the forearm, while the left hand appeared to be
supporting the head. The lower extremities, partly flexed, were lightly crossed.
The skull was ornamented with a number
ot perforated Mediterranean shells of the
genus Nassa, and by twenty-two canine
teeth of the stag, also perforated. The
whole formed a sort of network about the
head. Near by was a bone poniard, (or
dagger), about seven inches long, cut
from the radius of a stag. Against the
back of the head two triangular flint
flakes were placed, and finally, to complete the decoration, forty-one perforated
shells were found in the region of the ham
of the left leg, and probably formed a
bracelet about the limb. About two inches
from the mouth and nasal fossule was a
furrow seven inches long, and of a breadth
and depth ot one aud one-half-inches. It
was filled with a specular iron powder.
The surface of the bone and teeth, the
arms, and the ornaments covering the
body, were reddened by this substance,
and of a metallic lustre. This may be
considered an evidence of the inhumation
of the tossil man without any displacement of the body, for the natural attitude
ot the skeleton is a very strong proof that
the man died where he was discovered,
on a hearth of ashes, charcoal, and calcined stones, surrounded by the retuse
from the life of each dav.
This skeleton, the most perfect anil well
preserved of the paleolithic age thus tar
discovered, lacks only an ungual phalanx
of the right hand, small portions of the
left tibia and fibula, and a few of the
bones of the leet.
The cranium is fractured behind and in front, so as to prevent
xact measurements. The thorax is completely crushed in. and the ribs more or
less broken. The vertebra* are well preserved.
An astragalus ot a stag adheres
The
to the spine in the lumbar region.
pelvic bones are fractured. There is a
united fracture ot the left radius at its
lowest third, with deformity, and the
osseus deposit about the fracture is evi-

This beautiful mower is now so well known
throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this
country alone). The only balanced Lawn Mower
with an

Adjustable

handle.

10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine for small lawns, croquet, grounds, cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss of 10 years,
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; 14-inch, standard si/e, $25;
28-inch, pony, $100; 32-inch, horse, for public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Hills “ArcMmefleau” Lawn Mower Co.,
COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN.
F.r Male. I.v
kEYIMM, 4k

WHIHEY, Portland.

prevalence

quote from chap. .‘U» R. S. 1x71, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Skct. :U. Every person and corporal ion engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning
tluid, shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof
to be so inspected and marked by a.sworn inspector.
We

And if anv person manufacture or sells such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
State, or that has not been so inspected and marked
as unsafe lor illuminating purposes, lie shall pay a
line not exceeding live hundred dollars or be imprisoned six montliR in the county jail, upon indictments therefor.
Portland, Me., April ’1, 1x7 t.
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are confident we are doing the public
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
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